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Kings' Death Topped News Of '68
Robbery Victim
Stabs Wrong Man
Two persons were arrested
during the past weekend and
charged with assault to mur-
der in the cutting and shooting
of two individuals in separate
incidents.
Police said Luther Carter,
56, of 250 Hernando St., claim-
ed he was robbed of thirty-
seven dollars last Friday,
Jan. 3, at 4:30 p.m. by two
men, and was walking by a
liquor store at Marble a nd
Thomas when he thought he
recognized one of the pair in-
side.
Carter walked inside and
with a knife stabbed William
Archibald, 37, of 1463 Apple in
the stomach. The knife pen-
etrated the victim's lower in-
testines. •
Mr. Archibald was admitted
to John Gaston Hospital and
placed in the intensive care
unit. His condition is critical.
Police said the stabbing
of Mr. Archibald appeared to
be a case of mistaken identity,
since witnesses placed him at
a different location at the
time of the alleged robbery.
Carter was charged with
assault to murder.
In the shooting incident at
12:10 a.m. Sunday, the victim
was George Greer, Jr., of
1127 Kney St.
Officers said Mr. Greer was
walking away from a cafe at
Dunlap and Moss by with Miss
Jennie Jones, Miss Jessie
Kizer and William Kinsley
when they were accosted by
Dan Partee, 30, of 1001 Lane
ave.
Following an argument, Mr.
Greer was shot once in the
back.
Partee was arrested a short
while later and charged with
assault to murder.
The victim's condition was
listed as fair.
15 Years Mean Little
In School Integration
Almost 15 years have gone
by since the United States
Supreme Court 'unanimously
ruled that segregated public
schools in this country were
unconstitutional.
How have the schools in
Memphis and Shelby County
faced up to the task of inte-
grating the schools in the dec-
ade and' a half since segregat-
ed schools became unlawful?
The record shows that the
local schools did nothing at all
from 1954 through 1960, and
then after a suit was filed, plac-
ed 13 Negro first graders in
previously all-white schools
around the city in the fall of
1961.
Progress since that time
has been extremely slow, and
no one is certain when full
integration of the Memphis
city school system will be com-
pleted. A plan of desegregation
to be filed by Jan. 15, 1969,'
may give some hint.
For 14 years, school hoards
were allowed to go along atl
"deliberate speed," which
most cases amountedto."de-
liberate evasion:" then in
May, 1968, the Supreme Court'
decided three cases in which'
NEW "MISS UNCF" — This!
is Miss Anita Austin. recent
winner of the "Miss United
Negro College Fund" contest
on the LeMoyne—Owen cam-
pus. She will participate hi
the National Miss UNCF Page-
ant to be staged early next
month by the National Alum-
ni Council of UNCF in New
Orleans. Miss Austin is a sen•
lor at LeMoyne—Owen and
the daughter of Mrs. Thelmal
Austin of 1392 Nicholas Street.
NEW JUDGE TAKES OF-
FICE — Judge C. Odell
Horton was sworn in as
the new judge of Division
_
Four of the Shelby County
Criminal Court. and with
him after the swearing-in.
from left. are Mrs. Charles
F. Pinkston, Miss Erma
Lee Laws, Mrs. Horton and
Mrs. Whittier A. Sengstacke,
Sr. Judge Horton was di-
-
rector of City of Memphis
Hospitals for a year be-
fore his appointment to
the bench (Withers Photo)
To Hold Elections In 10 Poverty Areas
Election of members to the
War on Poverty Area Council
ill be held in Memphis on
Tuesday, Jan. 14, at 8 p.m.,
when some 110 councilmen will
be elected by low income per-
sons in 10 poverty target areas.
A cardinal feature of the
anti-poverty program as out-
lined by the United States
Office of Economic Opportuni-
ty is the participation of the
poor in the selection of their
own representatives.
Washington Butler, Jr., exec-
utive director of the War on
Poverty Committee for Mem-
phis and Shelby County, said
target areas have been rede-
fined to include only those
places which have a high pov-
it stated that school boardsj
must eliminate schools as, DR vAsca smiTH
either white or black, and
added, "the burden on the  .
school board is to come for- -
ward with a plan that prom-
ises realistically to work
"now." The word "now" was
underlined.
What progress has been
made in Memphis?
An examination of the Mem-
phis City Board of Educa-
tion's figures reveal that at
the close of 1968, there were
123,000 pupils in the system,
with 65,000 of them black and'
58,000 white.
Actual desegregation, ac-
cording to the Board's own
records, revealed that 2,047
black students were in schools
with majority white enrollment,
and only 705 white children in
schools where blacks were in
the majority.
Faculty integration shows
that of the 5,200 teachers in
the system, only 391 were in
schools where they are in the
minority.
Although all newly hired
teachers and transfer teachers
were supposed to be made to
work in minority situations —
whites sent to black schools and
blacks sent to white schools the
board of education passed up
the opportunity for such inte-
gration, and 51 of the 391 ap-
pointments came only after
court action was taken.
The Memphis Board of Ed-
ucation has taken the position
that what it is doing is legal-
ly sufficient.
At present, there is no target
date for full integration of the
Memphis City Schools. Its case
is being heard by Judge Rob-
ert McRae, who has comment-
ed that the Memphis school
board is acting in "good faith "
The Shelby County School Ss-




The section includes most
of the area between the Mis-
sissippi river on the west,
Wolf river on the north. Belle-
vue on the east, and Noncon-
nah Creek on the south, with
the exception of Longview
Heights and Prospect Park;
the Hyde P a rk—Ho Ily wood—
Douglass area, the Broad
Avenue area between Holly-
wood, Summer, Holmes road
and P o plar, and Orange
Mound. Sites where elections
will take place are:
Hyde Park—Hollywood Civ-
ic Club, 2171 Hunter ave.
Blessed Sacrament CYO
Center, 2432 Hale ave.
victory Funcieral Honie,
845 Marechalneil.
Holy Temple Day Care
Center. 1244 Wilson.
531 South Parkway East.
Shady Grove Baptist
Church, 1821 Kansas.
Police Service Center, 1310
Florida.
Bethlehem Center, 749 Walker
ave.
Memphis Learning Labora-
tory, 370 S. Orleans.
Fowler Homes Auditorium,
295 Crump blvd.
Middle Baptist Church, 821
Lane ave.




an Of The Year In Civil R
"Freedom and Responsi-
bility" was the general theme
of the Emancipation Proclama-
tion celebration given by the
Improved and Protectivt Or-
der of Elks of the World on
New Year's Day at the St.
Paul Baptist Church.
The guest speaker was Dr.
W. Herbert Brewster, pastor
CITED BY ELKS — Rev.
James Lawson. president
of the Community on the
Move for Equality and
pastor of Centenary Meth
odist Church, w a a among
those presented certificates
He was introduced by Dr. A.
E. Campbell, a vice president
of the National Baptist Conven•
tion, president of the Tennes•
see Regular Baptist Convention!







Proclamation. Prese nti n g
the award is Col. George W.
Lee, Grand Commissioner
of Education of the IBPOEW.
New Tyler AME Church,
568 Carpenter.
' Other sites are the Hurt
Village Auditorium. Oates Man
or Auditorium, Lamar Terrace
Auditorium and Firestone Union
Hall.
All persons living in the
target area, 18 years of age
and over, with incomes that
do not exceed $5,000 annually
for a family of six; $5,500 an-
nually for a family of seven;
and $6,000 for a family of
eight: are eligible to vote in the
election.
Persons living outside the
poverty target area, but whose
incomes meet the 0E0 pover-
ty index of $3,000 for a family
of four, may alcn partiripate
Memphis Sees
'68 As 'Year Of
Involvement'
By W. A. Sengstack, Jr.
The year 1968 in relation to month of September City of
readers of the Tr -State Defen-
der has been one of grief, glory
and growth, in the fields of
business, civil rights, sports,
politics and other related
fields. Unfortunately it would
Memphis Hospital Workers
walked off their jobs, demand-
ing more pay, dignity and fair
treatment.
SPORTS: BOB GIBSON sets
all kinds of records in baseball
be impossible to cite all signifi- as star pitcher with St. Louis
cant incidents relating to the Cardinals, Winning • Cy Young
Black Community. but it can Award and Most Valuable Play'
be summarized as the follow- er award in the National Lea-
lug: gue and numerous other boo-
ASSASSINATION OF DR.
orsduring the year.
MARTIN LUTHER KING 
BLACK STUDENTS strike at
' 
Thursday, April 4, in Mom-
LeMoyneOwen College in
' which there was no violence
phis, 'ann., during the height nor untoward event. . .conduct-
of the garbage strike. His mur-
derer has not been convicted. 
ed by the college students in-
JAMESteresten in dignity and justice,EARL RAY is sched-
brought respect to those stu-
uled to face trial in March 1969. dents.
SANITATION STRIKE: Some EDUCATION: LeMoyne-Owen
' 1.000 MEN WALKED OFF College merged. Harry T. Cash
THEIR JOBS with the Public former principal of Hamilton
Works Department. Some of High School retires. Dr. James
the demands were more Lawson takes over as presi-
inoney, dignity and just treat- dent of Fisk University anti Dr.
ment on the job and recogni--Andrew Torrence takes over
tion of their union. This strike as president of Tennessee Ad.1
.kicked off a unification among State University. Hollis F. Pric
!Memphis Negroes, of such named educator of the year by
magnitude, one daily news pa-i Greater Memphis State Board
I per cemoved a cartoon thatof Education issued the Dia-
1 had became a tradition. !lunge of Dignity which caused
POLITICS: State Senators tumult. 
ENTERPRISES: Thefrom Shelby County: Atty. J.:
start by Rev. Benjamin Hooks of0. Patterson, Jr., State Repre?
sentative: Atty. Ira H. Mar- Mahalia Jackson Chicken Sys-
: phy. James I. Taylor, and tern Inc. Miss Jackson has
: Alvin M. King. These men said "When I see hundreds of
were sworn in on Tuesday in profitable c
e 
'Mahhiacicnlie,,aJacreksotanu's.
in Nashville. Memphis city gov- d
ernment: Jesse H. Turner, rants all over the country, I
feel like I helped write a newSr., on the Shelby County
Court, State Court: Atty. C. Black Declaration of Indepen-
.Odell Horton replaced Criminal dence  Charles Monger and
Court Judge Benjamin L. Elder Patterson of a new
: Hooks as judge of Division Four franchise for Loebis Bar-B-Q
of the Shelby County Criminal and Chicken Headquarters.
1Court he had been director of POOR "Children still hungry in
City of Memphis Hospitals, a Shelby County,", "Men still out
Leob appointee. Howard Pink- of work". Welfare Mothers
ston: Planning Commission took over the new State Office
Building to dramatize their de-Julian Bond state representa-
mands for more money. A Renttive ;rom Georgia, name placed
Strike set a new precedent.on Democratic ballot during
when Mrs. Elizabeth! nominee for Vice President.
Hayes withheld rent from her! HOSPITAL STRIKE: In the
iandiord Thomas B. Moore io
protest the "deplorable condi-
tions" of her hone,
ts Militancy'
of the East Trigg Baptist tist Church. 
-president of the Memphis and George Whitney, co-chair- Raffranti.
Church and executive secre.. Other
 program participants1Transit Authority; J. A. Beau ,man of the Blues Bowl Game. Music for the 
program was
tary of the National Baptist 
were Mack Winston, who read champ, editor of the Memphisl Others receiving citations sung by the 
combined choir,
Education Board, USA, Inc. the Emanci
pation Proclama-
tion; Leonard Mitchell, who
gave a prone of Elkdom,
Revs. Isiah Rowser and Miller
Peace, who explored the topi-
cal theme, "Christian Respon-
sibility in the Fight .for Free-
dom;" and Col. George W.
Lee, who awarded plaques and
certificates.
Presented p I a ques were
Bishop J. 0. Patterson, Sr.,
who was elevated in 1968 to
the office of presiding bishop
of the Church of God in Christ;
Dr. Vasco A. Smith, Jr.. named
"Man of the Year in Civil
Rights Militancy;" Mrs. Jana
Porter, "Daughter Elk of the
Year:" and Thomas A. Eld-
ridge, president of Harlem
Houses ,as "benevolent contri-
butor for the good of the com-
munity."
Certificates of merit were
presented Atty. J. 0. Patter-
son, Jr., newly elected State
Senator; Atty. Ira H. Murphy,
Alvin M. King and James I.
Taylor, State Representatives;
Dr. H. Rai' Jackson, Mini-
mum Salary Department of
the African Methodist Episco-
pal Church; Rev. James Law.
son, leader in civil rights field;
Rev. Ezekiel Bell, president of
the NAACP; Dr. B. F. Mc-
Cleave, pioneer in medicine.
civic and religious fields:
Harold J. Whalum. member
of the Memphis Park Com-
mission
Also, T. H. Hayes, Jr., vice
World; Rev. J. A. McDaniel,:were Calvin
service through the Memphis Montgomery,
Urban League; Dr. R. Q. Ven- Issac Lacy,
son, civic and political leader; son, R. B
MAN OF THE YEAR —
Dr. Vasco A. Smith. Jr..
extreme left, was cited as
"Man of the Year" by the
Elks at an Emancipation
Rawlings, Milton of St. Paul. East Trigg and
Maurice Hulbert, Progressive Baptist Churches
Lawrence John- and Pentecostal Temple Church
Storey and Joe of God in Christ.
Proclamation observance,
and the award was present-
ed him by Col. George W.
lee, second from left. Oth-
ser are Rev. Ezekiel Bell,
newly-elected president of
the NAACP, and I,eonard





The Memphis branch of the
National Association reached
a new high in memberships
for 1968 by going above its
goal of 10.000, and reaching a
membership of 11.500.
Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, exec-
utive secretary, said the total
reported for last year included
10,035 for adults and 1.465 for
youth and college students.
"This figure represents a
38.5 pet cent increase over the
1967 memberships reported,
which at that time also repre-
sented a record for the Mem-
phis branch," Mrs. Smith said.
"For this a chievement,
special thanks go to Mr. E.
Lorene Osborne, membership
chairman; Gerald A. Fanion,
press and publicity chairman
who coordinated a radio ap-
peal for memberships; and
all of our present and past
Miss Social Belles and run-
ners-up who received member-
ships at radio studios," she
stated.
The list included Misses
Carla Allen, Rosalyn Willis,
Cheryl Fanion, Vanessa
Thomas, Cecelia Payne, Gladys
Heyser. Pat Ma yweather
and Deborah Northcross.
Mrs. Smith said the new
membership record is the
Memphis NAACP's formal way
of thanking Jesse H. Turner,
immediate past president, for
his many years of dedicated
service.
...
DEFENDER SATURDAY, JANUARY 11, 1969•
IN NEW QUARTERS —
After 10 years in a building
at 236 S. Danny Thomas
blvd., the Tri-State Defen-
der has relocated to 124 E.
Calhoun. Staff members in
front of the building, from
left, are Bryant T. Williams,
Sr., advertising manager;
Whittier A. Sengstacke, Jr.,
associate editor; Mrs. Aud-
rey McGhee, secretary and
Mallory Knights Thank Xmas Drive Supporters
Members of the Mallory
Knights Charitable Organiza-
tion this week expressed ap-,
predation to the persons and ,
organizations whose contribu-
tions help make Christmas
more meaningful to poor peo-
ple and underprivileged chil-
dren in the community.
Among the organizations list-
ed were Nurses' Club 24, Mrs.
Dorothy Taylor, president;
Shamrock Social Club, Mys-
terious 20 Society, Ten Ladies
Social Club, Craft Neddle,
Sewing Club, and Housewives
bookkeeper; McCann L.
Reid, editor; and Ray A.
Wicks, criculation manager.
(Withers Photo)
Associate Director Is Named
At Washington Journalism Center
WASHINGTON — Clarence
H Hunter, information officer
for the U. S. Commission on
Civil Flights since June, 1965,
has been appointed associate
director of The Washington
journalism Center.
Julius Duscha, director of the
Center. announced that Mr.
Hunter will direct a program
to recruit and train Negroes
for careers in journalism The
Ford Foundation has awarded
ii295,500 giant to the e'en!
for the three-year program.
The Washington Journalism
Center is an independent, non-
profit institution.
Before assuming direction of
press relations for the Civil
Rights Commission, Mr. Hunt-
tcr, who is 43 years old, was a
staff reporter specializing in
civil rights for the Washington
assignment reporter for the
Gary (Indiana) Post-Tribune
from February 1950 to January
1962.
Prior ti that time he serv-
ed as an associate editor ^f
Ebony Magazine in Chicago,
and a staff reporter and bureau
manager for the Journal and
Guide, a weekly newspaper in
Norfolk, Virginia. He. also has
worked as a reporter for The
Carolinian, a weekly newspa-
per in Raleigh, North Carolina.
A veteran of the U. S. Marine
Corps. Mr. Hunter is a gradu-
ate of New York University
where he majored in journal-
ism. He also attended Purdue
University under the Naval V-
12 Program during World War
II. He has won the Page One
Award of the Gary Newspa-
per Guild; the Gold Scroll
Evening Star from January Award of the Violet (year- a program no -v in its third1962 to June 1965, and a general book) at New York University ar•
and a certificate of Merit of The Washington Journalism
the Gary Urban League. 'Center was founded in 1965
He is senior warden at St.. by __ the late W. M. Kiplinger,
Stephen and the Incarnation'founder and publisher of The
(Episcopal) Church in Washing- Kiplinger Washington Letters!
ton. He is married to Mary and Changing Times magazine.,
Ransom Hunter and is the
Federal Judge Bailey Brown father of a son, Andrew, and
to integrate faculties so that three daughters, Karen, Bever-
by the 1969-70 school year the lv, and Kathryn.
proportion of white to Negro The program to be directed
teachers will not vary more n Mr. Hunter will seek out
than 10 per cent to the num- Men and women who have
ber of each in the entire sys- majored in such areas of
tern, and that at the same time study as political science, his-
no school in the system will tory, economics, sociology and
be identifiable as a "white- English, and who have indicat-
or "Negro" school. ed an interest in journalism
The next hearing on the suit through work on a college pa-
regarding the Memphis City per or discussions with their
School System will be heard on advisers.
Thursday. Jan! 30. Up to 20 Negroes will be re
The plaintiffs in both cases cruited from colleges and uni-
are being represented by Atty. versifies throughout the United







80 AND R6 PROOF 100": BLINDiD SCOTCD
WtliStrY IMPORTED RY MR EMS EoR
01:AILLER INC .801iON MASS.
ships at the Center for from
four to six months. Each fel-
lowship- provides for a stipend
of at least $2000.
The ''i‘liows in the Ford
Foundation-financed prop am
will come to Washington to
participate in the regular sem-
in ir program of The Washing-
ton Journalism Center with.
leading government officials,
and in special programs to
help prepare them for work as
r.T.orters and editors on news
papers and magazines and im-
radio and television news de-
partments t hr o ughout
United States.
The Fellows will work close-
ly with young journalists who
nave had prefessional exper:-
ence and are brought to t h e
Center from throughout the
country fo- fellowships tinier
fees..
Oreiteer4..
Shown above is state Senator
Elect J. 0. Patterson, Jr. Mr.
Patterson was the first Negro
State Senator to be elected in
the state of Tennessee. He is






Sponsored by the Vocational Division
Memphis City Schools
• TUITION FREE •
winter term Registration begins January 9, 1969. Register at
center where classes ar• offered. Registration fee for new
students $5.00. Texts and lab fees vary with courses offered.
DAY CL ASSES (8:30 A.M... 4:00 P.M.) will be held at the fol-
lowing centers:
ADULT EDUCATION CENTER—DOWNTOWN
591 Washiness, St. 527-6521
• Tsp;ng - Beg.nning L Oventmd • Macli?nst
• Shertinmd- leginflag & Advanced • Lad. I TV Senn..
• Office Macho. Opesenia. • Refogennyen • Ithf
• $.001i Go. Engine,
• Uptvoissery
• Melang
• Op.'.'." C,.., T.Chel;d0.
• Nunong Astwant
• Dry Cleaning and Spet.?..
• IMP." Evalmi.
• Costneo Chester (Sypennork4
• Soles Troin.ng
• Asommove Faros Couniemai
• Atom Mei ha v
• Sons Flec?..?fy
ADULT EDUCATION CENTER—EAST BRANCH
4911 Sanderlin-615-0971
• emLnial Tro;nag
• Typn.g Ilegisseing L Advanced
• Shorthand tegiming & Admm•d
• Off.. Mennone.
• Deplicalien Li Firing
• °pennon, Item. teciuMise
• hewn, L Aidlotery
EVENING CLASSES will be held at tfe- following centers:
ADULT EDUCATION CENTER DOWNTOWN
391 Waskinestest-327-4521. Classes are conducted Monday thru
Thursday from 6.30 P.M.-9,00 P.M. Please call for information concern.
ing day and time of class meeting. Classes offered are as follows'
• Typr.g - gegranom and Aaron.. • sale. Premeras
• Sfertheral-beipieriieg
•nd Animated
• Off no Mach?...














• Sadie a TV Amen,
BOOKER T. WASHINGTON—EVENING CENTER
713 South Laessierslal• 527-7721. Call for day and time of LION
meeting. Classes of !erect are as follows:
• Ceentennegy it Typing - gaginssing IL Advanced
• • Sheninred- Beginning 4 Ashamed
• Sadie end Televii...• • Advanced Typing -Offic• Mnchin•
MitAPHIS TICHNICAL—EVINING CENTER
220 Noels Mentgemery-323-1800. Coll for day and time of class
meeting.
• Typing' - teipia•Mg S. Advanced




OVERTON HIGH SCHOOL—EVENING CENTER
1770 Lanier 327-6321-323-6311 Sta. 211 Classes meet Tues.
clay A Thursday from 7 P.M.-9 P.M.
• 7).4.91-11ogioseief
Shsneinemi legimtne• Adnanced Imam anal • -
end AdvanemiOffice "MM..
• Weenne,1?n,• linekla efs - Leg ins..ng
TRIAD WILL HIGH SCHOOL—EVENING CENTER
910 N. ill9hlans1-3234311 Sea, !II-51.7-6521 Classes MO.
Tuesday and Thursday 7449:00 P.M.
• Typing - Segiening • Shmahastsiv.- Ileghowleg
• /44..eoPa Ivo.. IA‘erreed
OM. Matinees 
• ImdsliMpiag-Lsolmbill
PRATSER HIGH SCHOOL—WINING CENTER
1330 Dellwases1-327-6321, 32341311 Sta. 211 Claw. mesa
Tuesday and Thursday 7:00400 P.M.
• Twain,- lagenaimp
• Admmsed Twig sod
005m Atorrhisan
• Sheettemel- Beg noting
end AC --v...
• Daft Precasting- Unfit
14..1 firporpmene
• Upt..10.7
SOUTH SIDE HIGH SCHOOL
1220 Prospett-527-1421, 3234311414. 211
• ue•Ae..,- Tama Them 6.76,430 P
REGISTER NOW—UPGRADE OLD SKILLS—ACQUIRE NEW SKILLS
Also Universal Life lnsur-!
ance Company, A. M. Walker
president; community on t h e
Move for Equality, Rev. James
Lawson president; Jerry Wurff,
president of the American Fed-
support and contribute to this to: Mallory Knights Charitable
worthwhile organization," he
appealed.
eratibn of State, County and ney, the 64-year-old widow 
the Junior Mallory Knights.
whoMunicipal Employees, and Col-
umbus Baptist church, Rev, 
lost her home and every-
mpbell pastor. 
thing in it on Christmas Day,"
A. E. Ca be explained.
"We also thank the many Mr. Strong said the Mallory
individuals who made contri- Knights have located a home
for Mrs. Sidney at 1280 N.
Decatur, but bedding, furni-
ture and appliances are needed,
for her.
Contributions may he sent
butions at our Christmas booth
set up on Main near Beale,"
Harry L. Strong, director and
founder said.
"We urge you to continue to
Organization, 280 Hernando
Street, Memphis, Tenn.
Other officers are Rev. D. E.
"There is still a need for Herring, president; and Miss
furniture and clothing to outfit
the home of Mrs. Dora Sid- 





This exquisite leirlip /fine place setting
with your first $25 deposit in a new
First National Everyday Interest Savings Accoun
gravy ladle-S1 50
6 extra tea spoons- 82 25
carving set—$3.00
6 ,cecl tea spoons—$2.50
earvind sP0on`—$1.50 amp tadi*-43.00
*
6 butter spreaders-12.25 handsome storage cheat -$4.30
Plus, each subsequent $25 deposit entitles you to buy
any of these additional units at dramatic savings.
Now, First National offers you not just one, but two rewards for saving.
Everyday Interest and. a rare chance to acquire lovely, imported Tulip Time
stainless tableware truly bargain-priced.
Here's all you do.
Open a First National Savings Account with $25 or more and get one
place setting FREE. Then each time you add at least $25 to your account,
you can buy an additional place setting for only $2.50. Or any of the
striking accessory or serving units shown above at comparable low prices.
Elegant Tulip Time was styled by famed Erik Neilsen of Denmark. Crafted
of the finest Swedish stainless, its djstinctive, sculpted beauty is built toendure.
See the display of Tulip Time, and start your collection, at any First
National office soon. Thrift, it's beautiful.
*Sorry. offer limited and only one per family.
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BASTER OF JAZZ — Punicy Jones (left) composer of the
music score for Columbia Pictures' "Mackenna's Gold"
and one of thP greatest masters of American jazz. rims
through the musical score as Carl Foreman, producer-di-
rector, of the film, gives his undisided attention. Jones
will add "Mackenna's Gold," starring Gregory Peck and
Omar Sharif, to an already long list of motion picture
credits. He was nominated for an Academy Auard for
his musical score of the movie "In Cold Blood."
EEOC Complaints Bring
Compliance At 3 Firms
Racially segregated facilities Negro foremen to punch time
and services have been dis-Iclocks while permitting white
continued at three different j foremen to keep their own
Southern based manufactur- time records regardless of job
ing plants through conciliation classification,
agreements negotiated by the
U. S. Equal Employment Op-
portunity Commission with of-
ficials of the three companies
operating them.
Announcement that the com-
panies had agreed to end the
segregation was made by Don-
ald L. Hollowell, Director of
the Commission's Atlanta Re-; Without conceding that they
gional Office that handled the had committed violations, the
cases, companies agreed to make
"Invariably e x istence of revisions necessary to con-
racially segregated facilities ;form to Title VII, including
and services which are a vio-j clarification of procedures for
lation of the law are indicative, upgrading the low ranking
of racial attitudes that are re- employees most of whom were
fleeted in a company's person- Negroes.
nel policy as it affects the  
hiring and upgrading of minori-
ties," Hollowell said.
Complaints filed with the
Commission had charged that
the c o mpanies maintained
racially segregated rest rooms,
separate work records and
time racks for white and j
black employees, and required'






CLEANING AND LAUNDRY COUPONS












HURLIURT'S I • HURLOURT'S
Though Commission investi-
gators confirmed that charges
on visits to the plants, com-
pany offieials contended that
racial segregation was the ac-
cidental result of other objec-
tives such as convenience, ef-
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NO LIMIT ON QUANTITY
But Cooper. ..4.W BO PtIntrtfd Wrti. C••••••••01...•
READ MY STRANGE STORY. WHAT PRAYER AND REV.
COSTONIE DID FOR ME. SAYS:
MR. ISIAH SOLOMON 2245 W. ADAMS St.
GARY, INDIANA
I hove been with U.S. Steel
Company for many years. When
REV. COSTONIE COTO to Gary
I was sick and weak. His way
of prayer and instructions got
results for me in two weeks.
Plus he helped me financially.
Anyone with problems should
contact him for an appointment
at WA 4.4969. My wife, Morc•Iiii
la: was over weight. His pray-
ers helped her to loose 100
pounds in thre• months.
Write to him or call him like
we did if you have problems.




927 E. 47th STREET
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60653
000,000 into Gary and the pri-
vate sector has shown similar
faith in his ability.
1969 appears to be an even
greater year for the 34-year-
old mayor.
Hatcher has already announc-
Mayor Richard Hatcher's Gary-41 Progress Report
It was a little more than a
year ago wher the reins of.
power were passed to a young;
black attorney who was deter.'
mined to change the destiny of
Gary's political structure.
Mayor Richard Gordon
i Hatcher who fought his way
through the ranks against un-
controllable odds, took office
with a promise to rid the city ,
of crime, vice, and gambling.;
What he wanted, he said, was.
to establish a foundation of
economic and educational de,
velopment which he would use
to create a model city.
More than that, he said he
wanted to show white America
that a black man with youth
and forcefulness, could serve
in the best interests of the en-
tire community and not cre-
ate any more problems than
those which had already been
made by his predecessors.
Today, Mayor Hatcher knows
that success is not so difficult
to attain when a community
displays its sincerity by sup- .
porting feasible and construc-
tive programs.
There has been progress
made in Gary over the past
year and the greatest area
of improvement has been ur-
ban renewal
ing our obligation to the citizen-
ry."
On the brink of a new admi-
nistration in Washington,
j Hatcher doesn't feel that the
1Republicans will "halt the
movement of progress." He
Almost four years ago, ed that more than 1,300 mod- said the Johnson administra- Gary's business structure,
Hatcher's predecessor, A. Mar- crate income housing units are j tion had, over the past year, there is a "quiet conspiracy"
tin Katz, formed a committee planned and are already under shown some favoritism toward going on. The reason for the
to rid the city of slum housing construction. In addition, the Gary and that the Nixon peo- conspiracy was not related al-
which is prominent in Gary's Gary Housing Authority is plan- plc will show- equally as much. though close friends of the
black community. The commit- ning to double the number of • He said he expected Wash- mayors feel that h i-s being
tee was formed with good in. public housing units. This is ington to announce within the black has a great deal to do
tentions, but few improvements the first such major step in next two or three months, an with it.
were achieved, this direction since the Kbrean extensive maintenance demon- -Gary has a long history of
Hatcher, on the other hand, War. stration program which would racism," one supporter of
in less than a year, has been The insurance industry, too, operate in conjunction with the Hatcher's said. "The state (In-
able to transform the decay is making available its re- Gary Model Cities program diana ) seems to pride itself
into new modern housing de- sources so that ghetto dwellers now in its planning stages. on the fact that the Ku Ki..
velopments. can obtain federally insured Hatcher is receiving other Klan was founded there. (The
Employment Is another area mortgages to purchase the financial help other than from Klan was started in Indiana
in which Hatcher has directed homes. the federal government. He in the mid-100s). Of course,
his attention and in the same "Gary is going to experience said that money has come from ; Mayor Hatcher knew he would
period, with the help of govern- a new awakening this year," both private sources and na- be faced with some strong op-
ment and private industry, jobs Hatcher said. "We are going tional foundations. position when he took office."
are more readily available to make greater strides, but' One not so obvious problem But, despite the odds how-
than ever before. the road is still long and could which Hatcher has not reveal- ever great they may be. Hatch-
Hatcher said the government' become treacherous. But even ed except to close friends is er is making progress in Gary





10 a.m. 'til 9:30 p.m.
Ladies' Cardigans
and Slip-On
trying to project is not being good To quote the mayor. "I
conveyed adequately to the think we have finally turned
public, especially in his own the tide on decay in Gary."
city.
Not pointing the finger of
guilt at any one person, Hatch-
er feels strongly that within
MAYOR RICHARD HATCHER





Were 3.77 to 5.97 • Sizes 34 to 40
BEST SELLING STYLES, WHITE ..& MOST
WANTED COLORS! Choose from sIdeveless
shells, turtlenecks, long.& short sleeves. Orlon0












Were 3.77 to 5.97
Sizes 8 to I8
• Rayon linens,. Dacron'A
polyester/cottons, bonded rayons
•  new elephant leg and stovepipe styles
• solids, plaids, stripes in favoritc- tolors
Blouses, Shirts & Polos
1.38 & 188
Were 1.97 to 2.97
Sizes 32 to 38, S-M-L
• wide variety of easy-care fabrics
• pant tops, dressy styles, many no-iron
• stripes, prints, solid whit* & colors
Ladies' Bonded Slack Sets
Were 7.87 to 12.97
Sizes 8 to 18
• 2 & 3 Pc. bonded rayon, rayon crepe
pant sets
• sporty printed cottons, dressy Lurext
metallic%




Were 3.77 to 7.57
Sizes 8 to 18
• pant skirts. A-lines, novelty styles
• solids, plaids, checks
• vinyl leathers,.woolinylon blends also
in group,
just remember say "charge it"
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Two Journalists Study
Urban Affairs At UC
Two journalists have been
named Associates of The Uni-
versity of Chicago Center for
Policy Study, a new pro-
gram created to involve mem-
bers of the media and scholars
in a closer working relation-
ship.
Charles U. Daly, director of
the Center for Policy Study
and university vice-president,
announced the winners of the,
national competition. They are'
Constance D. Harper, city
editor of the Call and Post,
Cleveland, Ohio, and Daniel
M. Sheridan, assistant to the!
metropolitan editor of The
Bergen Evening Record, Hack-
ensack, New Jersey.
They were among dozens of
journalists from newspapers,
magazines, radio and tele-
vision stations who applied for
the program after it was an-
nounced last summer.
Miss Harper and Sheridan
will come to the University on
January 6. They will work un-
til June 13 with individual fac-
ulty members engaged in the
urban field.
The Associates program pro-
vides a grant covering work
for two academic quarters. The
Associates audit courses at
the University dealing with
urban problems, work closely
with faculty members engaged in Cleveland.
in urban research or with corn- She joined the Call and Post
munity action programs, at- in 1960 as a reporter, and in
tend seminars on urban affairs 1964 was appointed city editor.
with specialists from the facul-1 Commenting on the pro-
ty and outside the University, gram, Miss Harper said:
and participate in the Center "I am hopeful that this pro-
for Policy Study's conferences gram will afford me an op-
and projects on urban prob- portunity to better serve the COMPLETES BASIC — Air-
lems. community in which I work. man Charlie Tipton, Jr., son
Mr. Daly, explaining the pro- The study of the causes of the of Mr. and Mrs. Cahrlie Tip-
gram, said: "The idea for problems and conditions of ton of 737 Weils St., Mem-
the Associates program de-which I am so much a part, Phis, has completed basic train-
veloped during the Center's not just as a journalist, but as lag at Lackland AFB, Tex,
session last May on 'The Mediaki black journalist, whose life and has been assigned to
and The Cities.' It was obvious'is interwoven with all of the Chanute AFB, Ill., for training
that complex problems in this inner-city, will, I feel, enable in the civil engineering me.
area are involved which arejthe Call and Post to contri- rhanical electrical field. He is,tions advisory committee of
not fully understood—by eitherI bute greatly in building a uni- a 1968 graduate of Northside the Texas Mid-Continent Oil
academicians or journalists.4ied city." High School. I and Gas Association. He is
-
The Associates program is
an attempt to increase under-
standing
"We will put the new Associ-
ates in a direct one-to -one'*',.
relationship with the Univer-
sity's top faculty members
who are involved with urban
problems. The program will be
AT SHEPPARD AFB, Tex,
for training in the civil en-
gineering mechanical electri-
cal field is Airman Andrew
Ellis of 268 Calhoun ave.,
Memphis. Ile is a 1966 gradu-
ate of East Side High School
in Olive Branch, Miss. His
father, Andrew Ellis, lives at
1673 Nelson ave., Memphis.
IMedia Relations Head High Court 2 Profs Get $14,946 Grant
Is Named By Humble
Mr. Smith has been public
relations manager since 1966
for Humble's Southwestern area,
which includes the states of
Texas, New Mexico, Oklahoma
and Kansas.
He will be the company's Tri-State Bank
prime media representative,
advise management on media W 11 openrelations, maintain contacts
with editors and reporters'
•
HOUSTON — Humble Oil & chairman for the Gulf Coast
Refining Company has named Region of Ducks Unlimited
Arch A. Smith II as head of Inc., the North American
national media relations in waterfowl conservation organi—
the headquarters Public Rela- zatiori1
tions Department here, replac- He is married to the formeri
tog Fred Wichlep. Shirley Griswold of Summit,,
N. J. They have three childrenj
Deborah, A. A. III, and Janet,.
and live at 918 Wild Valley
Rd., Houston,
a two-way street. It will help
scholars understand some of
the problems of the working
reporter and help the reporters
understand the many-sided
problems of our urban areas."
Sheridan, who has been with
The Record since 1966, receiv-
ed his B. A. in American his-
tory from Fairleigh, Dickinson
University in 1964 and is cur-




"Since The Record's 150,000,
daily readers live in the de-
veloping Boston to Washington
megalopolis, it is essential that
I have a sound understanding
of the problems facing urban
America."
Miss Harper received her
B. A. in. English and history
from Central State University,
Wilberforce, Ohio. After doing
graduaip work at Central State,
and John Carroll University,
Cleveland. she taught English
of the national mass media,
and coordinate dissemination
of news and feature material. The president of the Tr-
Mr. Smith received the State Bank, A. Maceo Walker,
bachelor of science degree in announced this week that the
industrial relations from Rut-
gers University and strated
with Humble as a marketing
trainee in New Jersey in 1941.
Following military service
with the U. S. Air Force in
Europe, he returned to the
company at Bayway Refinery,
Linden, N. J., in 1945.
He moved to the Baltimore
Tri-State Bank experienced the
largest growth in its history'
during 1968. Deposits increas-
ed one million, nine hundred
thousand dollars to a new high
of $7,980,000, while resources
rose to $9,020,000 an increase of
$2,120,000 over 1967.
"Tri-State Bank's invest-
ment in loans, primarily to in-
Refinery in 1955 as public re- individuals to purchase on con-
lations manager, and then sumer goo .,CIsImsinesses, homes
transferred to the headquar- and to secure an education
ters Public Relations Depart- for their children, increased
ment in New York in 1957. Fol- by 1,10C,000 during 1968," said
lowing the Humble merger in Mr. Walker.
1961, he came to Houston where He continued, "With the
he was responsible for opinion opening of our Hollywood.  .researchstudies, institutional Branch at Hollywood and Chel-
television programs and the sea within three months, weHumble Film Library. expected, an even greater year
Mr. Smith's community and
professional activities in Hous-
ton include serving as chair-
man of the public relations ad- T
eams Switchvisory committee for the Ameri
can Red Cross, Houston-Harris
County. He is a
Houston chapter of the Public 
Playing Sitesdirector of the 
Relations Society of America, Because of necessary main-
and serves on the public rela- tenance of the Frayser High
School gymnasium, Frayserl
and Melrose High School have.
agreed to switch sites for home
and home basketball games.•
Only Ace Appliance Co. Offers You
5 Year Guarantee on Frigidaire Washers and Dryers
11 -Including Parts and Service at islo_Extret_Cost
FREE 5 YEAR SERVICE Within a 25-Milo Radius of the City Limits of Memphis, Tenn.
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TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Two
Florida A&M University profes-
sors have been awarded a
i grant of $14,946 from the Unit-
ed States Department of Agri-
culture through the Cooperative
State Research Service to
study the effect of bacteria on
the protein composition of pea-
nut. The research is for a
three-year period.
Drs. C. A. Ford, professor of
home economics, and Julius
Heinis, associate professor of
accept in good conscience the bacteriology, both in the School
conclusions of this court as to of Agriculture and Home Eco-
the meani rig of the fundamen- nomics at FAMU, are doing the
tel law" would seriously dam-
age the concept of a "govern-
ment of laws and not of men."iteln Composition of Peanut
Powell's attorneys filed a.
172-page brief preceding'
court arguments in February
contending that the House on
March 1, 1587, improperly de-
prived the Harlem Democrat
of his seat in the 90th Congress.
Powell is seeking back pay for
the two years he was denied
his seat.
Frayser will play at Mel-
rose on Thursday. Jan. 16. at
3:15 pm.: and Melrose will
play at Frayser on Tuesday,
Feb. 4
On Friday, the 90st Congress
voted to seat him but fined him
$25,000 and removed his sen
ority.
A lower court judgment from
which Powell is appealing held
that a confrontation with a co-
equal branch of government
would be improper.
The brief argued that the
Supreme Court is the "ultimate
interpreter of a written Con-
stitution and its failure to ex-
ercise this power would actual-






















Title of the project is "Pm-
Plants as Influence by Bacteri-
cal Roots Nodules."
Dr. Heinis said the USDA
wants some information on
„plant protein. He pointed o u t
that proteins are a vital part
of man's nutritional require-
ments.
"This i5 particularly evident
in protein strayed people of sev-
eral underdeveloped c o u n-
Border Protest
CORNWALL, Ont. —(NP!) —
The Iroquois Confederacy has
been asked to join the Mo-
hawks in their battle with the
!Canadian government over its
:failure to abide by the 1794 Jay
'treaty, which gives the Indi-
ran duty-free use of the interna-
tional bridge linking Canada
and the U. S. The Indians claim
the bridge is on reservation
property, and thus tribal mem-
bers are not obligated to pay
'customs fees.
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • 1.:.;GGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON AT,L ARTICLES OF VALUE










tries," he said. Nutritionists an
many other scientists are In-
terested in finding and develop-
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reg 2 for 33t Cleaner
• 14 oz. Car 10e
Hears Powell To Do Research On Peanuts
Lawyers' Plea 
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Lawyers for Rep. Adam Clay-
ton Powell, D-N.Y., urged the
Supreme Court to decide
whether the 90th Congress law-
fully deprived him of his seat
and not to worry about any
confrontation with the legisla-
tive branch.
Powell's lawyers said "to
suggest that the legislative




With coupon and 5.00 additional Purchase excluding
valu• of coupon m•rchendis• ((resh milk products and
tobacco also excluded In compliance with state law)
Coupon •xpires VI•dn•sclay January 15,1969
On• Coupon per family pot ...irk..
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































at the University of Michigan. 
I
Black African To Star With


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ganization's founding by issuing a
strongly worded policy statement on the
Negro question in America today. The
Congress declared that it would not be
deterred by Negro anti-Semitism and
would continue to support programs
aimed at helping to meet "the urgent
demands of the Negro for justice and
equality."
The Jewish Congress called for a
"reordering of national priorities" to
provide "the vast Federal funds need-
ed to correct the intolerable burden of
poverty and urban ghetto life."
The statement condemned "the in-
jection of Negro anti-Semitism by some
black militants" noting that sdch tac-
tics were the work of "a comparatively
small group" and were not supported
by the majority of Negroes.
This is quite so. No Negro who
is acquainted with the trails and tri-
bulations of the Jewish people can fail
to generate deep sympathy for their
plight. In many respects, there is a
great similarity between the Jewish
struggle for recognition and rightful
place in the Aniefican society and the
black crusade for freedom and equality.
The element in the black commu-
nity which agitates against Jews is un-
informed, irresponsible with a follow-
ing that never amounted to more than
a corporal's guard. It would be a strange
twist of history, indeed, for the mem-
RAY A. WICKS 
411:".44,..
Tri-State Defender
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Negroes And Jews
The American Jewish Congress! hers of an oppressed black race to as-
marked its golden jubilee of the or- sume the role of oppressor is not only
repugnant and intolerable, but is a dan-
gerous undertaking that would threaten
the security of the black folk in the long
run.
Jews have done much to help Ne-
groes obtain the education needed in the
struggle for independence and equality.
One of America's outstanding philan-
thropists, Julius Rosenwald, created a
foundation through which fellowships
were awarded to deserving Negro stu-
dents and Negro teachers who wanted to
pusue graduate studies. The South was
dotted with thousands of red brick ele-
mentary schools built with funds sup-
plied by the Rosenwald Foundation.
In those days, nobody was inte-
rested in the education of the black
child. The Southern states were not
seriously concerned; the federal govern-
ment had not yet developed of govern-
mental aid to education. And Negroes
were too poor to subsidize the training
of their poorer folk. Julius Rosenwald
saw what was needed and without a
moment's hesitation consecrated his
wealth and energy to the raising of the
educational standard of the American
blacks.
When the full story of the help
and assistance given by Jews to Ne-
groes is finally written, there will be
much astonishment at the extent to
which Jews have assisted Negroes.
High School English
Severe shortcomings in the teach-
ing of English in the nation's high
schools are pinpointed by a four-year
study of 158 high schools located in
45 states. Co-sponsored by the National
Council of Teachers of English (NCTE)
and the University of Illinois, and fund-
ed by the U.S. Office of Education, the
study discovered that two of areas of
greatest weakness are reading and writ-
ing — both special targets of public
criticism in recent years.
These conclusions, although based
on detailed investigations of 1,600 class-
rooms in schools with far-better-than-
average English programs, are consi-
dered by the study to be essentially
valid for most high schools.
Deficiencies discovered by the
study are explained in detail. Here are
some highlights: There is little direct
instruction in writing despite the fact
that 16 percent of class time in the
studied schools is devoted to composi-
tion.
Only 13 percent of the student pa-
pers examined by observers showed
signs of any thorough rewriting and
only 17 percent showed any evidence
that teachers help students with the
organization of ideas, critical thinking,
and clear communication.
Reading programs are inadequate,
uncoordinated, and almost nonexistent.
Most programs observed seemed lack-
ing in purpose, organization, and im-
pact. There is widespread neglect of the
non-academic, non-college, slow-learn-
ing student. Few English departments
recognize the special needs and interests
of these students and as a result they
receive insufficient attention.
Although contemporary literature
is more significant and relevant to stu-
dents, a majority of the schools studied
tend deliberately to deemphasize major
20th century American fiction in order
to avoid embarrassing problems of pub-
lic relations and threatened censorship.
Such neglect seems inexcusable.
Few teachers show themselves cap-
able of effectively leading class dis-
cussion. Barely one fifth of the time is
used in discussion and questioning.
There should be more of this and less
recitation and role response.
Language is the least well taught
of all elements of the English curricu-
lum. A majority of the schools studied
concentrate on mechanical drill and
"error-based instruction. Effective com-
munication is usually subordinated to
grammatical accuracy in classroom pre-
sentation,
Clark Files Charges
Frustrated by a grand jury inac-
tion in the mass shootings of Negro
students at Orangeburg, S.C., last Feb-
ruary, the Justice Department filed
criminal charges a few days ago against
nine state highway patrolmen. This
was the Department's response to a
grand jury's failure to indict the of-
ficers after a one-week investigation in-
to the killing of three Negro students
at South Carolina State College and the
wounding of 27 others on Feb. 8.
T h e officers face a maximum
penalty of one year in prison and $1,000
fine if convicted of violating an 1870
misdemeanor statue that prohibits state
officials from depriving citizens of
federal rights.
Congress increased the law's penalty
in April, too late for application to the
February incident, to life imprisonment
in a section of the 1968 civil rights
Act. The shootings occurred during a
demonstration on the college campus
after the studects had protested se-
gregation at a nearby bowling alley.
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WILL IT KEEP COOL?
MY VIEW
Apollo Eight And Poverty
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
All through the years, even when I
was a boy, I was told that the moon was
240,000 miles away. In the horse and
buggy days, when
Benjamin Movs
we traveled at the
rate of four or
five miles a n
hour, no one ever
dreamed that
man would reach
the moon and no
one ever dream-
ed that the time
would come when
man would t r a-
ye! 36,A0 miles
an houri. I un-
derstand that
Apollo 8 after ordbiting the moon ten
times came into earth's atmosphere at
nearly 25,000 miles an hour. This is a
marvelous feat and demonstrates again
what man with his science can do.
Frank Borman, James Lovell, and Wil-
liam Anders have gotten themselves in-
to history in an unforgettable and un-
eraseable manner. They have gained a
kind of immortality.
The whole world waited breathless-
ly to see what would happen in the trip
to the moon. Would they get there safe-
ly? What would they see? Will they re-
turn to the earth safely? The people in
the world pondered these questions as
Apollo 8 made its way to the moon.
Now it is expected very soon that we
will land a man on the moon. John F.
Kennedy said shortly after he became
president we are on schedule. There is
The Justice Department has since
obtained court orders desegregating the
bowling alley and the Orangeburg hos-
pital,another focal point of unrest. The
government charged that the patrol-
men fired into a group of students to
impose summary punishment, violat-
ing their rights against deprivation of
another side to this picture, and that is
cost. According to the press, this Apollo
8 mission alone cost $310,000,000. It
will be interesting to know how much
money the United States will spend in
our effort to land a man on the moon.
It will probably run into the biliions
especially when we count the time in-
volved, the research involved, and the
cost of construction, and the profit that
those who manufacture the implements
will make. No one raises the question
about the cost in our effort to get to
the moon. We are in competition with
Russia. It is prestige and it is power
that we seek. We want to know about
out-of-space so that in case of war, we
will be in a position to match our might'
against Russia or any other nation..
These are our first priorities. War, com-
petitive arm race, and other competi-
tive races will soon bring us to the
point where half of all our income will
go for taxes.
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WASHINGTON — &dine told you last week. The Nab—'
Urban League is hosting a luncheon in Louis Martin's honor
next Tuesday at the Mayflower hotel. Bids to the affair are
going eat over the signatare of Whitney Yams, Jr., sad it is
being done ler Louie in the light his nationl heard mem-
bership of the League. The arrangements are being taken
care of by the Washington bureau of the League. Zenobis John-
son is in charge Henry Arringten, the Miami lawyer Pfe-
tared in the scenes of Mnhainmad AJI's surrender to jailers,,
was a cisme persosial friend of Martin Luther King and (vitas,
traveled with the civil rights leader in an Aware role. RI
was Arrington's Borings end Lean Co., i a which Dr. King was
inveived the one time an attempt to smear King. All Iniew
when be surrendered, the City of Miami couldn't afford to let
him remain the full term of ten days. There is a growing con-
cern among the ghettos over Airs inability to climb into a
squared ring.
TINKER TOYS: The celebrated Barbee doll which took
the country a few years ago continues to keep abreast of
 thel
times. Not only did the firm include a black doll this year,
but after the success of Dianhann Carrolls' Teevee "Jul
ie,"!
this year's lineup included a slim-trim Julie Doll . . . When
the District limited the firing of guns by the local 
cops, it!
marked a model for many places in the States. The need 
for
restraint came here after nearly 20 blacks were shot
police. In one instance, a fellow officer was hot when w
hite,
cops descended on a fracas and found the Negro gendarme'
there in plain clothes . . That tribute to Louis Martin in 
the
Washington Post should be must reading around the country.
Write and ask the Post's circulation department for a copy
. . Carl Rown is in Eastern Europe gathering mat
erial for
his columns. Rowan has picked up several more 
dailies in his
Chicago Daily News syndicate
JOURNALISTIC BUGG-1,00: If Adam Clayton Powell III,
marries the white be has been linked with, Adam.
 Jr.,
will have to modify his "black power'' theme to 
provide al
rationale . Will lihle Belva Simmons who has wo
rked that,
hard over the Senate Judiciary Committee stay on 
now that,
Missouri's Ed Long has gone? Belva who came 
here from
Missouri under the late Tom Hennings, has been 
holding down
her spot for a number of years. Tom Eagleton, who 
is moving
in as the new senator might well look Belva's 
record up. .
When Sherman Briscoe hangs up his gloves in 
retirement
early this year it will mean a phasing out of 
some of the
rral oldtimers around Washington. Briscoe, doing a 
job for the
Agriculture Dept., did more to solidify support 
behind Uncle
Sam, especially in the days when it was really 
deserved, than
perhaps any black around. The Capital Press Club 
is studying
the possibility of saluting Sherm when its 
annual dinner rolls
around this year Without Democrats and more
 Democrats to
call upon, who will the headliners be?
THE LINE TINGLES: Ebony's Johnny Johnso
n who de-
dicated a YMCA room in honor of his mother 
out in Chicago
recently has a full suite here for the inaugural. 
Active in the
inauguration will be Sam Jackson; Howard Je
nkins and Bill
Sexton out of Kansas . . . Cuba's Castro didn't 
know it. but
when he got that plane hijacked by who many
 in this coun-
try thought was Ellridge Cleaver, he 
accepted and got him-
self right into a family squabble. Philadelp
hia's Mrs. Thomas
Washington has asked Fidel to send back her 
baby daughter.
Jennie, whom authorities say was taken on 
the plane to Cuba
by her father. The W,ashingtons are 
divorced . When the
Paris peace talks get serious and the 
tr000p pullout becomes
a reality the black GI's are expecting
 to have high priority on
the returning lists. Great care will b
e exercised otsee to it
that all men are sent home on a f
air and equitable basis.
Anything less can cause all forms of 
reprecussions
WELCOME 1969: President-elect Richard 
Nixon is going
to try harder than ever to woo the 
Brother. Nixon strategists
are acutely aware of the distrust 
that still exists across the
country. This, &spite Whitney Young'
s plea for patience with
the new administration, coupled 
with that of another national
columnist. Whitney, appearing on "M
eet the Press" did his
best to indicate that Nixon could 
conceivably come through if
he thinks and acts right. This s
ame tack was followed in the
nations column, which seemed to 
try and pacify a previous
one highly critical. Nixon people, 
however, are now astute
enough to recognize that this isn't 
necessarily so and that there
is still much hostility in the 
ghettos. They hope to bridge he
really "get with it." Abolition of Job 





Start will be ifs first mistakes.
A Point
Of View
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
It is wonderful to get to the moon
even at tremendous cost. However, po-
verty and ghettos are not our first The reaction
 of Negro public , observant Negroes an expres-
priorities. Nobody is particularly ex- 
school teachers in Memphis toision of the 
traditional whits
society
cited over the fact that millions of 
peo-"Dialogue of Dignity" assumption that white
pie in America, easily 10 perecnt of the es by the 
administrative offi- even qualified black teachers
pamphlet which was eistribut- is so superior that it must te
ll
population, are living below the poverty 
ens of the Memphis Board of that they 
must be most careful
Education is understandable, how they han
dle white children
in the matter of language and
The Negro teachers resented and only suggert
the pamphlet because it made
a direct distinction between 
that
white teachers be cared
We set a ten year limit as to the time 
Negro and white teachers. 
about howy pronounce
we would get to the moon. The federal The Negro 
teachers felt that wqrd "Negro."
it was an insult to their dignity, The whole thin!, boils down
government has not set a ten year limit 
when all ghettoes will be eradicated. No profession
al standings as teach-
,
doesn't matter what kind of
limit when all civil rights legislation ens. 
language white or black teach-
will be implemented. When will the wel- 





guideline for teachers whether 
 
they say or
fare of mankind become our first priori- faced with the responsibility of:"Nigr
a."
ties? teaching in 
integrated situa-, It if primarily a matter of
bons should have been direct-,whether or 
not they like the
ed to teachers generally, chil
dren.
white or black.
They did not feel that it
 If a teacher tikes the chil-
dren he or she is teaching,
should have directives for that is the most important fac-
"black" teachers teaching white tor.
children and directives for
"white" teachers teaching black If the teacher likes the chil-
itcehis elhdgereorsn..
alIotagwas a tactical er- learn and Progress.
dren. he or she will do all in
with the black his or her power t
o help them
ror for the directive and
guidelines to be issued on tht 
And that, friend, is where
,the water hits the wheel. Don't
basis of racial segregation. R you recall that most of your
I s a fact that this Is an era  liked you?
Interracial confusion. It is truts
that in 1954 Negroes were her-
alding integration. Rain Check
line. We are not particularly excited
over the fact that hunger and malnutri-
tion are rampant in the United States.
Inner City
By W. A. SENGSTACKE, JR.
— - _
life or liberty without due process of 1 Emphasis has been put on heavy and light truck driver,
 employed persons in the 50
law. There is no federal murder law to the employment of the Hard- trainee manager and meat
 largest cities by 1971. The pro-
cover such charges and state officials Core Jobless as 
a solution to salesman. After the training
' gram is a joint effort of the
have if used to make their own investi- 
some of the racial problems period, 
they will have perma- U.S. Department of Labor and
gation of the episode, 
facing the country today. nent full
-time jobs with wages the National Alliance of Bush1
b_ ranging from $2.00 to $2.25 an nessmen.
(1 lems facing the Hard-Core Job-Attorney General Ramsey Clark 
, In an effort to solve pro-- hour. The average cost per More than 165,000 job pledg-
and other government lawyers were less, "JOBS," (JOS OPPOR- trainee is $1,715.
es have been announced to
known to have been shocked by the TUNITIES in the Business See- 
Trainees will be recruited date by private industry. The
grand jury's handling of the investi- 
tor) of the Department Of La-
bor has contracted two Mont-
gation. The Governor of South Caro- phis Firms to hire and train
line ignored completely a petition by wa hard-core jobless.
the students of the college asking that The Firms 
taking part in the
three Negro students and the wound-
ing of 27 others. We hope The Justice
Department will not relax its vigil on
this ease.
proper action be taken against the Da- 
program are Buffalo Fish Mar-
ket and Sanitary Fish Market. Birmingham, Dallas, Boston, 
ices such as minor medical
trolmen involved in the killing of the I Memphis , Baltimore, Kansas City, 
De. care and transportation where
firm$17s,. .7.14 was7troit,




thebeusedi and New York. 
ential based on what an aver-
to train ten unemployed and'
age untrained disadvantagedi white racism in America show
s originally part of its territory.
urderemployed persons for up is to find
The purpose jobsoffotrhe 
500,000 
gramof
worker produces during thei Th
Itself in so many diverse forms. and that descendants of the on-.
The Dialogue of Dignity" ginel islanders are now Filipino
to 39 weeks as fish butcher, the Nations disadvantaged vu- training period, pamphlet represented to most citizens
and certified through the Ten-
nessee State Employment Serv-
ice offices.
Secretary of Labor has set up
procedures, funds will be pro-
vided to help companies offset
the cost of recruiting, remedialWillard Wirtz, Secretary of
Labor. announced proposals for
 education, counseling, on-the-
job training: supportive serv-training in nine other cities:
And in 1969 the most vocal
trend among Negroes is for: KUALA LUMPUR (—NPI) —
separatism. Facing the facts:Both Malaysia and the Philip-
as they are, most people have pines have decided to shelve
reasonable excuse for not their dispute over the state of
knowing what the black corn-1 Sabah for at least a year or
inanity wants. 'until after each holds elections.
But it is to be understood The dispute centers around the
that most black people are ownership of Sabah, former
stinersensitive about the whole British crown colony which
, matter. They are basically became independent and join
!concerned about the fact that ed the Malaysia federation in












By HHNRY CATHCART T'
WASHINGTON - During the campaign, President-elect
Richard H. Nixon expressed the view that some of the federal
regulatory agencies were too tough on industries under their
jurisdiction, and he wanted to give business a larger voice in
how government handled them.
Nixon's remarks were made first in a letter to stockbrok-
ers, referring to the Securities and Exchange Commission, but
other industries have assumed he would apply the same prin-
ciple to the agencies which regulate them.
Some of the "trade" associations which represent these
businesses in Washington are taking Mr. Nixon at his word.
Their spokesmen are speculating in communications to their
membership on the new thrust that will be injected into the
government agencies falowing Nixon's inauguration a n d
the appointment of new men to fill agency policy-making po-
sitions.
Rightly or wrongly, many rank-and-file businessmen are
looking for signithcant changes in the federal regulatory
scheme. Given a Democratically-controlled Congress. which
sanctioned the Johnson administration approach, there is a
large question as to whether the Nixon men will be able to
deliver to the degree that businessmen have come to expect.
To many in government, existing regulations have result-
ed solely from a demonstrable need, and not even industry-
oriented appointees can reverse the process, once they have
e-ashe, been put in positions of government responsibility.
So This Is Washinoion
 By ETHFI L PAYNE 
Credit for the smashing sue- ute books. That diary of Mrs.
cess of the tribute to LBJ by
black appointees under his
administration must go to
George L. Weaver, Assistant
Secretary of Labor for Inter-,
national Affairs; Clarence Mit-
chell Jr. director of the Wash-
ington Bureau of the NAACP;1
Edward P. Sylvester. Assis-
tant Secretary of Health. Edu-
cation and Welfare; Clifford L.
Alexander Jr.. chairman of the
Equal Employment Opportun-
ity Commission and Louis
Martin who made up the com-
mittee on arrangements. With
only 10 days to work with after,
the White House gave the,
green light, some 375 people at
$25.00 a couple turned out for
the occasion and they came
from all over the country.
A score of people were in-
volved in the designing and
making of the magnificent
desk set which was presented,
to the President. Bess Abell,
Mrs. Johnson's social secre-
tary, handled the details. Thel
magohany base was done by
a master of craftsman from
the Phillippines and Tiffany's
the most prestigious jewelers
in the world did the gold and
silver inlays, including the
replica of the first voting,
rights certificate issued after
LBJ signed the Voting Rights,
Act of 1965.
The most titilating part of
the President's emotional reply,
to Thurgood Marshall's presen-
tation of the gift was his ac-
count of snitching a look at
Mrs. Johnson's diary while she
was downstairs in the White
House. According to her ver-
sion, it was 7:45 in the evening
of Aug. 6. 1965 when the Presi-
dent was due to go on the air
at 9 p.m. with a nationwide
address. He was stretched out
on the bed in their living quar-
ters while Jack Valenti, then
his chief aide, was "distraught"
as he brought in page after
page of that speech as it came
out of the typewriter, and he
was practically re-doing each
page. The President made
him tear up some pages and
told him to substitute, instead,
the story of his early days as
a school master, teaching
Mexican-American chil dren
and of his vow to one day be
able to do something about
their problems. Little did he
know then that he would be-
come President of the United
States and be in a position
to carry out his promise. So he
told Jack Valenti to insert
what he intended to say to the
Congress that evening, "Gen-
tlemen. I want to let you in
on a secret. I am President of
the United States and I am
going to use the polls, and the
popularity is not good for any
thing unless you use it. I am
going to spend all the power
I posess or can get to right
that wrong and do something
about it. Mrs. Johnson noted
in her diary that as the Presi-
dent dictated that paragraph,
she looked at Jack Valenti
and he was pale. There were
only 20 minutes left to get to
the studio, that part of the
speech didn't make it on the
teleprompter. but said the
President the important thing
was that it did get on the stet-
Johnson's is the object of bid-
ding by magazines offering
seven figures for the right to
publish it.
The President's special guest
at the affair was White House
butler, Preston Bruce, the
handsome man who has serv-
ed many presidents. LBJ told
his listeners that he had
named his son-in-law Judge
Pryor to the Court of General
Sessions in Washington re-
cently.
While all the top appointees
were on hand, conspicuously
missing as the ceremony was
going on, was one of the most
publicized showcase nomina-
tions which LBJ had made,
Mayor Walter Washington who
didn't eiake it. His absence
set off a buzz of questions,
particularly since the President
had made his name a house-
hold word. There were some 1
sour comments about Walter
failing to show up to join in
the tribute to the man who
responsible for his fame; yet,
he was Johnny on the spot the
week before when Richard -
elect Nixon trotted his on
camera before the country as
the only sepia note in the un-
veiling of his all-white, all-
male, all Republican, all Pro-
testant cabinet.
Just as the President was
leaving, the Mayor rushed
breathlessly in, pleading a cold
as the delay. The next day, 1
with his wife Bennetta and two'
year old grandaughter he did,
attend a White House Christ-
mas party for children of Jun-
ior Village where Violetta got
bussed by 18-month old Patrick
Lyndon Nugent, the President's
grandson.
Dr. Robert C. Weaver who
was already checked out as
Secretary of Housing and Ur-
ban Development, was tender-
ed a testimonial banquet the
night before the President's
reception. The affair drew
750 people, including the in-
coming Secretary, Michigan's
Governor G e orge Romney.
Secretary of Labor Willard
Wirtz, the director of the Ur-
ban Coalition, former HEW
Secretary John Gardner and
Atty. Gen. Ramsey Clark.
The proceeds from the affair
are going to a $10.000 scholar-
ship fund named for It ea-
ver to finance needy students
at Bernard Baruch College in
at Bernard Baruch Colleeg in
, New York City where he takes
over as president on Jan. 1.
It ain't so that Sen. Edward
Brooke was offered a cabinet
post. Those are just Madison
Ave. stories purporting to say
that he turned down a Nixon
bid. Meanwhile, after one tiny
squirt (the appointment of
Robert Brown asSpecial
Assistant) the well has appar-
ently dried up for black ap-
pointments. All the reports
about the talent search for the
"Great Black Hope" are cam-
ouflage. On January 17-18,
black Republicans from all
over the country are gathering
in Washington at the invite
tion of Atty, Thurman Dodson,
to draw up a manifesto telling
Mr. Nixon exactly what they
are demanding from his ad-
ministration. It will be the
eve of the inaugaration.
Daniel P. Moynihan made
his own extraordinary an-
nouncement that he was taking,
over as liason for District A1-
fairs, a spot which was slated,
for Julian Dugas. the Negro
who is now head of the Li-
cense Bureau. Best guess is
that Moynihan was selected,
to keep incoming Vice Presh,
dent Agnew from exercising
any strong infleunce over
the City as he had hoped for.
.1. Edgar Hoover was re-
tained so that he can have a di-
rect hand in cleaning up the
District of Columbia. The word
is out that gamblers, hustlers,
drug peddlers and other nefar-
ious ones who have moved
into the District and bought
up property will be out of busi-
ness within 90 days. Wholesale
indictments will be handed
down and it's a good bet that
Congress will get a bill and
approve it for a Federal police
force in Washington. Insiders
are predicting that Nixon's
law partner, John Mitchell,
will not stay long as Attorney
General since he knows little
about the job.
The h o ttest underground
story is that Bill Rogers, the
incoming Secretary of State is
just warming the seat; he
really has his sights set on
succeeding Chief Justice Earl
Warren in that spot when he
retires from the Supreme Court.
Rogers will settle for nothing
less. He was Attorney General
during the Eisenhower Admini-
stration.
Louis Martin will be hon-
ored at a testimonial farewell
luncheon given by the Nation-
al Urban League on Jan. 7 in
Washington. Lonely man at the
Johnson tribute. Roy Wilkins of
the NAACP. While LBJ sin-
gled out the Urban League to
praise. NAACP, except for
Clarence Mitchell, was ignored.
0 • *
INTERNATIONAL RUMOR FACTORY - One of the old-
est ploys in diplomatic maneuvering is to start a rumor that
will distress your rivals because it just might be true.
There is some reason to believe that Communist Cuba
did this a few weeks ago. Rumors swept through Western
Hemisphere capitals that there might be a U.S.-Cuban rap-
prochement.
The rumor caused alarm in some Latin American govern-
ments, which have been a principal target of Fidel Castro's 1
subversive operations.
In any event the matter received high level attention at
the State Department. Cables went out to all U. S. diplomatic,
missions to inform Latin American governments that Wash-
ington has no intention of relaxing its attitude toward Cuba
while Russian troops are on Cuban soil and as long as Castro
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Dear Mrs. Hunt:
I have been using the pill for three months now and the
only complaint I have is that during the first week I take
the pills I become extremely sick. I know there are certain
side effects, but I have become so nauseated and weak that
I have to lie down for about a hal f-h o u r and then it
passes. Do you think my pills are too strong, or is this only
a temporary effect? I have also noticed that during the first
couple of days even the sight of a cigarette makes me ill.
I received my prescription at the Planned Parenthood
Association. I enjoy reading your column every week and first
learned about the "P.P A." through it. Thank you.
MRS. L. G.
Dear Mrs. G.:
Thank you for your letter - I'm glad you enjoy the col-
urnn.
It is true that the feeling of nausea you describe is a rath-
er common side-effect among women who take birth control
pills, for the first two or three months. However, it should I 
The story is based on Amen -
not persist beyond that time and If it does, I suggest you re-
ca
,
s first black heavyweight
By ERNEST BOYNTON
It was very nearly a mira-
cle. Not in years, certainly not
in recent memory, has a new
theater and movie season yield-
turn to the clinic where you got your pills and tell the doc-
tor about it. He may decide to switch you to another brand.
Although all the contraceptive pills are very similar, some-
times one brand seems to agree with a particular patient bet-
ter than another.
Your aversion to cigarettes is easy to understand since
nausea, from whatever cause, usually has this effect.
• • •
, (Do you have a question you would like to ask Mrs. Hunt?
You may write to her at Planned Parenthood, 185 N. Wabash
Chicago, III. 60601. She will answer by personal mail or in
the column).
MAKING YOUR $$$,S WORK
By GUY E. LABALME
As the new year starts, inves-
tors and brokers alike will re-
member it as one of super-
growth, of broken records-and
even of a few broken heads.
Trading volume on both the
American and New York stock
exchanges set all-time highs.
,For the former, it was the sec-!
'end year in-which total volume
,exceeded one billion shares.
jAnd, not to be outdone by the
Big Board, the Americau aim)
turned to computerized equip-
ment and a faster ticker sys-
tem to cope with the vast trad-
'ing increase
Both major exchanges also
did their very best to keep in-
formation flowing to America's
24.million investors. The Amex
(American St ock Exchange),
among other things, opened a
brand new visitors' gallery at
its Trinity Place address. And
the NYSE modernized its facil-
ities while increasing its educa-
tional services program. vigilance — which we trust will
Member firms also did their
bit during 1968, one announcing
plans to open a Harlem branch
- several others employing or
promoting to meaningful posi-
tions Negro personnel. But the
surface barely has been scratch-
ed, and there still remains much
to he done before Wall Street
catches up to many other indus-
tries in effective employment
practices.
And although the glut of pa-
perwork in many cases is dig-
-rat:el-id, there are indications
that "Big Board" voluntary con-
trols and not-so-voluntary Gov-
p, JacK, ann is usen
hurl across the stage a searing
indictment of racial prejudice.
In the play, the heavyweight's
name is Jack Jefferson.
continue under Mr. Nixon's -
banner - many of us may have
'heel, jolted right out of the Mar-
ket.
Above all, my warmest wel-
come to those of you that have
'just become investors. As our
country strives to achieve world
i peace may the greater value
of your securities reflect this
ichange. For true prosperity can
'Only come with peace. On this
note, a most wonderful New
Year to one and all, even as I
carol you with "Sweet Laurie"
ernmenUil measures finally are and "Auld Lang Sync."
having some success in dealing 
with backroom confusion due tor
the fantastic trading crush Unjustified
So as we welcome 1969. our
congratulations go to responsi-
ble brokerage firms and the two
Exchanges, but also to the SEC
(Securities Exchange Commis-
sion) that has moved into high
gear to help protect investor in-
terests. Were it not for their
red rewards so quickly. Within
vs thirty-day span, the outpour-
l• f talent, skill, and sheer
excitement verged on the in-
credulous.
Leading the parade of new
plays was Howard Sackler's
thunderbolt, "The G reat
White Hope." A play in the
old tradition of big (60) casts
and multiple (17) scenes, it is
written in a flamboyant, over-
sized style that sweeps audi-
ences along in its wake.
NEW YORK - (NPI) -
Cam.ous sit-ins are "unjustified'
and universities have defen-
sible reason to call the police
when the protests are staged,
according to Roger Baldwin,
founder of the American Civil
Liberties union
We meet him first in a San
Francisco gym where he is
preparing to challenge the
white champ. He possesses
three fatal liabilities: he is
black, he refuses to conform
to the shuffling, obsequious
stereotype required of him,
and he openly consorts with a
white girl friend. Jefferson
wins the championship, but
tragedy doesn't take long to
flow.
It is simply unacceptable to
the white boxing syndicate
that a black should reign over
them. The champion and his
girl are arrested on trumped.
up moralscharges. To avoid
jail, he flees to Europe, and
after that the downward path
is swift-cheap exhibition bouts,
second-rate contests, finally
'a debasing night-club turn im-
personating Uncle Tom. Yet he
remains a man unwilling to
comprise - and he is still
the champ. Penniless, hounded,
exiled in Mexico, he refuses
the white syndicate's offer to
return home and throw the
next fight for the crown. It is
only when his girl commits
suicide that Jefferson's fierce
pride breaks and he goes
back to give up the champion-
ship In a final shattering
scene, the black man battles
until his body is a blood-
smeared wreckage; then, bat-'
tered and beaten, he watches
the new champ-the great
white hope-parade past in
triumph.
James Earl Jones gives
heroic stature and tragic di-
mension to "The Great White
Hope."
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The rising automobile, motor-
cycle and other land mechaniz-
ed unit accident rates inspite
of so-called safety features, pub-
lic education programs, City.
State and Federal regulations
constitute a medical and
social problem!" The statis-'
tics are astounding namely:
40,000 deaths in one year. a
person injured every few sec-
onds; a death every ten min-
utes; millions of lost-man-work
hours; millions of injured per-,
sons; increasing automobile'
insurance rates and the dan-
gerous teen-age driver.
Several years ago there was
considerable investigation in-
to the safety features of the
automobile and to-day with
automobile and truck inspec-
tion laws and the institution of
many safety features- the
problem is yet unsolved. In
our opinion the most import-
ant factor is the "MAN BE-
HIND THE WHEEL." There
are many psychoneurotic and
automobiles and other vehicles.
There are too many persons"
driving while "drinking", and'
"driving while drunk". Alco-
hol is a dangerous product
when taken by a driver. This
drug clouds the mind; distrubs
reflexes and reasoning abili-
ties. The drinker has poor,
judgement and defective viz- 1
ion. The sane and sober indivi-,
dual has "trouble on the streets 1
and highways". Therefore, the
driver who drinks is a serious;
menace to himself and to evergl
man, woman and child who
walks the streets or who rides
In a vehicle of any type.
Can we defeat this menace
to life and happiness? This is
a serious question and de-
mand thought, action and de-
termination. First, the motor
vehicle is an essential product
Of our mechnized society.
Therefore, we must devise con-
(-epic and institute measures to,
assure safety and security On
the streets and highways.
Medical statistics indicatei
that physical disabilities resul,t
tent from these accidents are
I multi-organ and multi-system
and deaths and injuries re-
epect no age, sex, creed or
color. There are adequate emer-i
gency rooms, recovery roomsI
and operating room facilities 1
to handle the casualties. Wel
must commend the medical
profession including house
staff officers, nurses, techni-
cians and other paramedical
personnel who are doing a
tremeudous job in communi-
ties throughout this nation in
their care of the accident
cases which occur on the
streets and highways.
Are the present laws rigid
enough to control the "man
behind the wheel"? The laws
are not strict enough. There
should restriction of drivers
below 18 years. There should
rigid physical and mental ex-
aminations for all drivers.
Drunkendriving
ample indication for parman-
end loss of license. There
should be decreased speed
limits on all streets and high-
ways There should be decreas-
ed horse power on all auto-
mobiles and trucks. We ad-
vise a decreased "speed so-
ciety becase we are moving
too fast in the wrong directions.
We think that the driver is the
essential factor in the pre-
vention of accidents. In addi-
tion there should be adequate
and improved streets and
highways with efficient light-
ing systems.
Are you an adequate driver?
Do you drive while drinking
alcoholic beverages? Do you
drive when you are upset? Do
you get disturbed easily?
Are you a healthy driver? Can
you read correctly? Are you
careful? Will you obey traffic
laws? Will you protect life and
proferty? Are you a fast driver?
If so, wouldn't you rather ride
in a plane?
If we are to conquer this ser-
ious and deadly problem of
atuomobile accident each per-
son must become involved
and a sole committee of one.
Let's start to-day so that many




Ten New York militants have
been granted a hearing :iy-tire-
Supreme court. The ten were,1
charged with advocating the
overthrow of New York's
government by the use of force
and violence, including the use
of guns and fire bombs. Two
were found guilty of plans for











CITY HALL SIT-IN — In
an effort to show the City
Council the reality of the
sanitation strike, the sani-
tation workers, ministers
During the latter part of
July the Memphis branch of
the NAACP entered the
Direct action phase of its
FIRE PROTECTION —
a result of the first of the
year annexation to Mem-
phis, residents of the Walker
DR. KING AND SUPPOR-
TERS — Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., Is shown on his
first visit to Memphis in
support of the City Sanita
ak 411,16
And supporters marched
to City Hall many times dur-
ing the strike. Shown above
are the strikers who came
with the intention of stay-
Ghetto Development pro-
ject at the Bellvue McLe-
more Shopping Center and
in a few days had brought
Homes community are re-
ceiving better fire protec-
tion. City employees are
shown installing this fire
lion Wrekers March IL 1988
in the dining room of the
Lorraine Motel where he
was later assassinated with
Miss Erma Lee Laws, Wom•
lb .44 41,
ing until the City Council
"did something" about the
workers situation.
business to a halt at t h e
businesses in that area.
Later the stores agreed to
their demands.
plug at the corner of Horn
Lake and Brooks rds.
en's Editor of the Tr; N(ate
Defender and Miss Minerva
Jane Johniean.
411/^40 -4 Air 46 41/.46
CAMERA
The Top Story of 1968 as
relating to black people was
the Assassination of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.
Thursday, April 4, in Mem-
phis, Tenn, during the
height of the garbage strike.
His murder has not been
resolved, James Earl Ray
is cheduled to face trial
OPERATION-MAD DOG!
The Editorial Cartoon of
The Year appeared in the
••••••
some time In 1969. He King
is shown arriving at Metro-
politan Air Port shortly be-
fore his assassination.
April 20 aditon of the Tri- morial Editon To Dr. Martin
State Defender in its Me- Luther King, Jr.
During 1968 the city was lawn,. and ( ity of Memphis Mules became a symbol of
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Henry Loeb — January 1st 1968 Mayor Henry Loeb Look office
The woman of the year was
Mrs. King, who during the
long funeral services and
activities preceding and
following her Intsband's
funeral, showed a courage
Shortly after the death of
Dr. King, Dr. Ralph Aber-
nathy took over as head of
S. C. L. C. Many black new,
men say that Dr. Ralph
Pictured above Is officer
Res Whitney helping aid-
ing a unidehtified lady who
came to the Pollee Com-
munity Relations board for
and composure seldom sees
in women today. Mrs. King
continues to carry her hus-
bands message to his peo-
ple.
Abernathy is a leader in his
own right. He brought po-
verty and racism to the fore-
front with Resurrection
City.
aid. The Police Community
Relations Board was form
ed to aid the needy in the
M a cla more Belly ue area
and the Florida Street area.
10





By ERMA LEE LAWS
"And what doth the Lord
require of thee, but to do
justly, und to love mercy
and to walk humbly with
thy God?" Micah 6:8
These words set the tone, and
a prophetic one we pray, for
the court room of Judge Odell
Horton who received the oath
of office from Judge Perry Sel-
lers Wednesday January 1,
1969. Chief witnesses at the
auspicious occasion were the
Judge's charming and gra-
ciously humble wife. Evie and
their sons, Odell, Jr.! and little
Christopher, along with his
mother, Mrs. Odell Horton,;
Evie's mother, Mrs. Thomas
Miller, her grandmother, Mrs.
Rose Randolph and Judge Hor-
ton's sister, Miss Cora Ann
Horton and his brother Mack
Alvin Horton, all from Bolivar,
Tennessee
Among the many in the
courtroom witnessing the cere-
mony were the Rev. Ben L.
Hooks, immediate predecessor
to Judge Horton who resigned
to give more time to his minis-
try; Mrs. Whittier A. Seng-
stacke, Dr. and Mrs. Charles
F. Pinkston, who later took the
Horton family and friends to
breakfast: Atty. George
Brown, Howard Pinkston, Atty.
Hosea T. Lockard, who is Ad-
ministrative to Governor Bu-
ford Ellington who appointed
Judge Horton to the bench. Er-
nest Ilarris, who is now with
Channel 13, as well as a TSD
writer; City Councilman Fred
Davis and your truly.
We are deeply proud of the
newly named Judge who has.
created an illustrious and ex-
emplary career. . . first in pri-
vate practice as a lawyer, then
U. S. Assistant Attorney in the
Attorney General's office,' ap-
pointed by the then U.S. Attor-
ney General, the late Robert
F. Kennedy, then the first black
city director of hospitals and
eov; judge of Criminal Court
IV.
We thought we'd share the
telegram we sent him which
ee composed with the help of
Father Jim f,yke, "May God
grant you the wisdom of Sam-
uel and President John F. Ken-
ERMA LEE LAWS
nedy. Make you bold with the
courage of Moses and Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King, Jr., the lead-
er of our holy people. Give you
the spirit of discernment and
decision of David and Senator
Robert F. Kennedy. Make you
a speaker of truth as was Isai-
ah and Malcolm X. May He
make you great hearted like
Paul and Pope John XXIII,
nho was all things to all men
M Christ Jesus."
While we're sharing with you,
we thought you might like this!
poem composed and sent us by
a friend, who uses the pen
name, Ettam Royrp, "What Do
The Bells Tell The Black
Man." "The bells ring out so
loud and so clear. On the very
last day of this long tragic
year. Are the bells reminisc-
ing? What tales do they tell?
Is the future predicted by the
sounds of the bells? Do they
ring on two continents that
are oceans apart? Or for a
dark angel that lives in my
heart? Do they ring for a
lady shedding oceans of tears?
For happiness that lovers shar-
ed in the past years? To' the
world is confused the bells keep
on ringing.
Bringing hope to the world
to which Black men are cling-
ing. The future of the Black
men onthis earth is not clear.
May his life be less difficult
in this incoming year. Happy
bells tell the Black man that
this year he will be a fairly
treated citizen who will live in
dignity."
More Festive Notes. . .The
incorporate fun whenever they
throw a bash, brought in the
New Year with a "Masked
Fun-In" in the Skyway of the
Sheraton-Peabody. The bids
said, "You have had your Love-
In — your Flowers and Beads,
now the Loafers will take care
of your Fun Needs, so come in
your tie fellows, girls, your
cocktail or mini."
At the stroke of midnight,
President and a handsome one
at that, Ray Thomas and his
date. Lillie Austin pulled the
strings and away flew the bal-
loons, and Clifford Stockton
lent his melodious voice to
Auld Lang Syne with his good
looking Lois at his side.
Other Loafers and their
mates bringing in the New
Year were Harold and Jo
Brooks, Frank Buford with
Ethiyn Thomas, Leonard and
Wilma Campbell, Joseph and
Dot Carr, John and Pearl Gov-
don, Charles and Laurette
Jones. Joseph and Barbet*
Atkins, Lawrence and Joyce
Blackman, Anderson and Js
Bridges, Charies and Elaine
close knit family and friends,
beautiful flowers and all that
makes for a memorable oc-
casion.
Mrs. Grant with her queenly
bearing was beautiful in a
beige silk wool dress with a
deep lace yoke and sleeves of
matching lace, she wore a
huge white orchid. Her hand-
some mate wore a tuxedo and
white boutenniers.
The couple's offsprings who
Campbell, Longino and Helen came to share the occasion
Cooke and. Dr. Andrew and with them were six of their
Arlie Haney. nine sons, Emmett, Calvin,
Walter, Rufus, Arthur, Erskine
Other Loafers who hosted at and Edward Grant. Four of thethe bash of the year were six daughters on hand wereCharles and Rose Evans, Jala---- 1 Mrs. Jessie Greene, Mrs. Ver-and Joan Johnson. Harold and! nita Hampton of Chicago ,Delores Lewis, Bill and Gerril Mrs. Lillian Griggs, and Mrs.Little, William and Elma Mar. Fannie Poston.
dis, James and Rose McKene
I Lcinuel and JoAnne Also present were many of
borne, Gus and Jean Plump,' 
Os-
their thirty-eight grandchildren
Emmitt and Vernisteen Simon, and among them were Mr.
and Mrs. Mustafa Khallaq. ofUlysses and Juanita Truitt and
Chicago, she's the f o r in e rRobert and Jean Yarbrough.
ebrating were the Ho Sheila Grant, and one of ourollis Price, 
Juniors f th u f col°. former "Miss Co•Ettes", and
'rado and Sterling and Norris Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Sanders, 
Adams from University of Olt- of Middleton, Conn., she's a-
lahoma who were all very at- nother one of our Honorary Co-
tractive in Dashikis and Afro Ettest and is the former Maye
Olivia Byas. Another grand-hairstyles, and Lt. Col. and
daughter, Rita Sanders, pre-
Air Force Base, California. 
Mrs. Dan Hegler, from Mather
sented the couple diamond
wedding rings from the family.
nual holiday party at the Ni
And the VIPs gave their an- 
a law student at Van-te
derbilt University.Nite Club the night a f ter
Christmas. Their party is al- Mrs. Caffrey V. Bartholomew
ways a must on the social cal- received the guests while Mrs.
enders and this one was no ex. William Parker registered the
ception with Honeymoon Gar- guests and recorded the many
ner's aggregation thundering gifts. The Rev. P. L. Rowe, Bell,pastor of the church and
'out the maddest sounds, a plen- who is pastor to the couple 
members of their immediate
tiful bar and a bountiful table Paid them a glowing tribute. 
families. The bride is the
plus VIPs glimmering, glisten- We were very sorry to have 
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ing, shimmering, sparkling and missed the occasion, beingi James A. Simpson, of 1920 Ken-
for a lack of other superlatives, away for the holidays throughlye dale Avenue and the groom is
we say glamorously receivingi enjoyed the hospitality and the son of Mrs. Joe Adair of
their throngs of friends, friendly atmosphere which pre-' 1873 Kendale.
vails in the Grant homestead.VIPs hoztessing were Vera The lovely young bride wasSmith, Mary Helen Ezelle with 
Meandering— Alma (Mrs. radiant in a short white satin
Ph
A. C. Montgomery, Bernice •illip) Booth is radiant and wedding dress with a laceand Walter Fowler, Maude Gil- giving glowing accounts of h yolk and lace sleeves. Her el-lespie with James Tood. Marie I bow length veil was crowned' serv-
' with three white satin roses. 
bride's table. Guests weretrip to Los Angeles where sheand Aurilian Jordan, Faye and. ed bridal punch and horschaperoned J e nine Joyner,Charles Lewis, Valtina and 
Par- and Mrsdaughter of Mr. . She carried a white lace and d'oeuvres from a table whichWendell Robinson, Emma Jean! satin covered prayerbook was graced with an ornate pinkker Joyner and Karen Rose'
and green centerpiece.
Lloyd Weedington, she shower- Alex Wilson to the tournament' The maid of honor, 'and sis- The newlyweds after enjoy-'ed everybody with gifts at her of Roses where they rode on ter of the bride, Miss Patricia ing the festive holidays haveclub meeting just before the the prize winning float with Simpson wore a deep salmon returned to their respectiveholidays, they all came up the Maid of Cotton. pink short gown and carried a duties, the bride to her studieswinners at bridge; Martha and
bouquet of pink and white car- at the University of Missouri
treatment in the City of 
in French and
The entourage received VIP, 
where she is a senior majoringnations.
the groom toAngeles and the girls were James Spencer Byas, Jr., Almadden Air Force Base nearfeatured on local television, was the best man at the dou- San Jose California where heprograms out west mekingl ble ring ceremony in which will shortly begin classes at
'
several celebrities. We've heard, the bride was given in marri- San Jose College.how perfectly beautiful Alma ____
looked on local T.V in her
stunning cape suit.
DiNG PARTY.. . Mr. and
SIMPSON-PUCKETT WED
Mrs, George Edward Puc-
kett are shown wit!. their




Mg their wedding Decem-
ber 21, 1968. Left to right
are James Spencer Byes.
Sandra Kay
Miss Sandra Kay Simpson
and George Edward Puckett
exchanged age old wedding
vows and rings Saturday De-
cember 21, 1968, at the Park-
way G a rdens Presbyterian
Church before the Rev. Ezekiel
age by her father.
The mother of the bride was
attired in a light turquoise,
dress and the groom's mother
wore a pink lace dress.
Mr. and Mrs. Simpson en-
tertained the bridal couple with
a reception immediately fol-
lowing the private ceremony
in the Fellowship Hall of the
church. A color scheme of pink
and green was prominent. The
bride's table was covered in
white with a pink net overlay
decorated with dainty pink sat-
in bows. The three tiered wed-
ding cake adorned with pink
and green rosettes was reflect-
ed in the mirror atop the
James Thomas and Velma Lois
Jones with Navy Lt. Jim Cle-
mons.
Earline Mobley was home re-
cuperating from a few: olera-
tion and receiving lavishit g in
the special attention pale her
by her mate, Roland.
wbv her mate, Roland,
Diamond Jubilee. . .Mr, and
Mrs. Erskine Grant celebrated
their Sixtieth Wedding Anniver-
sary December 28, at their
hoem on Airways Blvd. How
wonderfully blessed the hand-
some couple has been to see
their children's children and
even eight great grandchildren!
The lovely home was aglow
with tapers; the warmth of a
VCV BylVlon Claire NC.
14 No. Main Court 527-3619
January Clearance Sale
l00% Human Hair
LONG Semi-Hand Made Wig 43  95
Hand Made Stretch Wig 49.95
LONG FALL . . .24.95




BANK AMERICARD MASTER CHARGE
Early Bird Special
Afro Brush WIG  19.95
J1-.4c Long Synthetic falls 6.95
Expert Styling 3.50
Mrs. Jonah Patton was
throught the Bluff City during
the holidays on her way to,
Tyler, Texas, to visit her dau-1
ghter. and son-in-law, Dot and
Dr. Martin Edwards. and their'
sons Perry and Marty. Her
daughters and sons in law,i
here, Helen and Longino
Cooke, and their Lonnie. Nell
d D  Theron an T. Northcross
 40. and their Debbie, Theron, Jr.,'
and Reggie, went out to thei
airport to see her be twee ni
planes.
And the members of Delta
Sigma Thea Sorority had an!
exciting week-end, their Na-'
tional President Mrs. Shelby
T. (Frankie) Freeman, Jr.
was here to observe Founder's
Day with them. She's the
only woman member of the
U. S. Commission on Civil
Rights.
Activites included a press:
party, a meeting with the U.
Civil Rights Commission for
this Region of which Toni Jen-
kins is the Director, a dinner,
a breakfast and a public meet-
ing at Ward AME Church Sun-!
day.
Mrs. Mattie Crossley,
alumnae p r esident. M i
CO-EITE BAR RAYS
ner Edwin Lyle is showing
off his saxophone to Mrs.
Willie Jones, mother of Pha-
Ion Jones, one of the teen-
age Bar Kass killed in a
plane crash December to,
1967. Standing left to right
are Debbie NorUicross,
Barry Winfield, Bandanas-
Gladys Harvey, Alpha Upsilon.
President, LeMoyne-Owen Col-
lege: Miss Deborah Green,
is President Epsilon Kappa, Mem-





She !sensed in oil and exotic perfumes ...
really an artificial beauty. Today's beauties
are natural... beeuties with clear skin,
exquisite compiesion... and with that
luminescent and sophisticated lock. Merl
of today's beauties hav• discovered
creamy white PALMER'S ''SIUN SUC-
CESS" BLEACH CREAM...the medicated
mem with that heavenly fragrance
"NUN SUCCESS" CREAM. for fairer.
Clearer. natural-looking loveliness. And
"SIMI SUCCESS" CREAM contains the
full Official strength of ammoniated
mercury, the medical ingredient often
prescribed by doctors for effective skin
care. This skin medicine fades freckles.
111110.01111 that surs•tanned Mk, aids in re-
Insist on the Blue and Gold Packages!
frgaying bteckheads end smoothIng large
pores . .. helps bring out your natural
beauty.
Insist on it,. orienst PALMER'S '.1Xtft
SUCCESS" BLEACH CREAM. Full 2 on.
In an attractive Mr. only $1.00. Also *wit.
able in vi al. tin.
LOVELIER COMPLEXION
..pk,, heed-to-tee protection with
fh• deep-acting foorny nutchcabon
ot .S1014 SUCCESS. SOAP, with
ovisacnieroonsno. It beauty-bethes
rho, 11 fights germs thet often
aggravet• perotrot•toon odors
mattes you owe Q"lit4 nit• to be
ros;...PALMER'S SUCCIIO
GET FAST BLESSED RELIEF FROM THE ITCHING. IRRITATION AND SCALING
OF PSORIASIS YOU NEVER THOUGHT POSSIBLE. AND AT A LOW PRICE
THAT WILL AMAZE YOU. PA1MFR S SUCCSAS. OINTMENT relay.% the Itelung
and .rotatIon of ttut ugly sAul t•eublo ft ••••105•• It,. stale*, dissolves the horny •hin.
tt tocd.ne and sooth,nd I, ref,o•h••• the skin Me matter hew long you have futfteed
try PALMER'S vissimi suggest- nINTMINT. And eel the fast blessed relief you hese
tonged fo• frt. the Itchisla Inntat.on and Kalong tat parwati•
LARGE ECONOMY NM (144 OM.) ONLY IN< I
VI GE. as only 44(
PALMER'S
COMIPA/tf I




ter at Porter Jr. High. Bev-
erly Steinberg and Karen
fund provides instruments
for junior high school stu-
dents. The Bar Kays start-
ed their musical careers
under the guidance of Mr.
Winfield while they were
In junior high school.
Jr., best man, Mr. and Mrs.
Peckett, Miss Patricia Simp-
son, maid of honor and sis-
ter of the bride and the
Rev. Ezekiel Bell, pastor
of Parkway Gardens Church
who officiated. The bride
Is the former M.ss San-
dra Kay Simpson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James
A. Simpson. The groom is




of Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Hunter
of Los Angeles, California was -
feted on her fourth birthday
recently at the home of her
aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs.
Frank E. Delk Jr. of 1558
South Wellington Street. .• •-•
Helping Lori celebrate were
her cousins Gregory and Ger-;_a
aid Delk, Eric and Curtis Mit- —'
chell, Teresa Mitchell and Lyn-
ne Martin of Dallas. Texas-
New friends at the party were
Steve Lawrence and "Jey"
Bailey.
Also encouraging Lori to
blow out all four candles were
her grandparents Mr. and Mrs.
T. R. Mitchell and her aunts
and uncles, Mrs. Catheryn -
Mitchell Martin of Dallas,
as, Miss Alma Mitchell of Dal-
las, Texas, Mr. and Mrs. Cur-
tis Mitchell Sr., Mr. Wesley
Mitchell of Washington, D. C. 4.
and Mr. and Mrs. Logan
T. Mitchell.
Household Tip
Although driest of all conti-
nents, Australia taps gaint ar-
tesian basins far below the
surface to provide water for
cattle.
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
TWO BEST PLACES TO GET





Mose Yvonne Hooks Founders
Day Chairman. Other com-
mittee members included Mrs.
Dorothy J. Carr, Miss Mag-
gie L. McDowell, Mrs. Mary
W. Collier, Mrs. Ernestine
Cunningham, and Mrs. Claudia,
Foster.
Visiting members from Jack-!
son, Tennessee, included Sorors
Norma Rutherford. Juanita S.
Ballard, Erma Cunningham,
and Bertha Hutson. Coming
over from Little Rock, to visit
with the National Prexy were
So rocs Sae Cow an Williams,
Thelma 0. Betton, Hazel S.
Ilynson, S a d ye Thompson
and Billye Townsend.
Another hello from our Det-
roit holiday and this one for the
Theodore Jacksons from their







CALL US BEFORE YOU ARP
FARA RPASSED


















TOP STARS OF THE CIRCUS WORID
CLOWNS•ELEPHANTS
WILD ANIMALSod DOZENS of




Goldsmith's Central Ticket Office
* All Seats Reserved *
• Saturday Morn.
and Matinees
Except Set. & Sun.





Upper MP? • • •• . 1.00 Upper Tier • • • • 'LSO
SCHEDULE OF SHOWS
Wednesday, Feb. 12, 2:30 P.M.
Wednesday, Feb. 12, 8:00 P.M. (Sold Out)
Thursday, Feb. 13, 2:30-8 P.M.
Friday, Feb. 14, 2:30-8 P.M.
Saturday, Feb. 15, 10 A.M.-2:30 P.M.-8 P.M.
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CATHOLIC ISSUE STILL HOT
By FAITH C. CHRISTMAS
A smouldering controversy in
the Catholic archdiocese
threatens to erupt again over
the refusal of John Cardinal
Cody to appoint a second black
pastor to one of Chicago's 450
parishes.
In a mass meeting Friday
at 7:30 p.m. in the Martin
Luther King Hall at 5836 S.
Princeton ave., the controver-
sial issue will be aired by black'
and white parishoners from 18
churches and Catholic priests
representning 30 parishes.
The Rev. William Hogan,
spokesman of the White
Priests' Caucus said that a
number of questions about re-
cent developments in the dis-
pute will be answered in the
meeting.
The controversy came to
light several weeks ago when
parishoners of St. Dorothy's
Catholic Church at 450 E.
78th at. demanded that Cardi-
nal Cody appoint the Rev.
George Clements to the pastor-
ate upon the retirement of the
church's white pastor. Rev.
Clements had served as as-
sistant pastor for several years.
Supporting their demand
were some 30 white priests
from 21 Catholic parishes, the
Rev. Gerald P. Scanlan, St.
Dorothy's out-going pastor, the
Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, nation-
al head of SCLC's Operation
community organizations.
The issue was first made pub-
lic by Rev. Jackson, who as-
sailed the archdiocese for by-
passing nine black priests for
top positions.
Ignoring their pleas, Cardinal
Cody instead transferred the l
only black pastor in the arch-
diocese to head St. Dorothy's
parish.
He is the Rev. Rollins Lam-
bert, 46, who was the pastor,
of St. James Church, 294,2 S.
Wabash ave. since last March.
Rev. Clements will continue
to serve as St. Dorothy's as-
sistant pastor.
In a flyer announcing the
meeting, some of the questions
asked are:
With the addition of thou-
sands of members the church
roll, a new school was built
and dedicated by Cardinal
Stritch in 1955 As a result of
his efforts at St James, Fr.
Lavin was elevated to a Very
Reverend Monsignor.
After 12 years of black par-
ticipation the parish was rea-
dy to expand. However, the
development of the "inner ci-
ty" and expressways halted
the church's progress. Under
the sanction of Urban Renew-
al, vast tracts of housing
around St. James were torn
down, some land remaining
,vacant for 13 years.
Church officials attribute the
reason for the slow rebuilding
to all the white investors in
the area who feared that a has-
ty rebuilding of the area would
repel white residents from com-
ing in to rent or ,to buy. The
investors, they say, are the
New York Life Insurance Com-
pany, Illinois Institute of Tech-
nology, Mercy Hospital, South
Commons, Draper and Kram-
er's Prairie Shores and Mi-
chael Reese Hospital.
Consequently, while the black
communities further south
were resettled with the former
residents from 31st st. and with
the city hastily constructing
numerous federally funded low-
income housing on the South-
side, the St. James neighbor-
hood remained relatively emp-
ty of buildings.
During the 1950s and '60s,
the church's school continued
to serve residents along State
St. in the Dearborn Homes and
Harold Ickes 'Jrnes, and in
the newer Hilliard Center.
According to church officials,
La mbert's appointment last
year as St. James pastor as-
tounded many white priests
and nuns along with laymen.
"Many white people openly
said that this area was being
reclaimed by whites," they as-
serted. "Here at St. James we
now found a black pastor di-
recting the work of two white
associates and a staff of white
Sisters of Mercy, in addition
to black lay teachers."
Now, they report, the black
parishoners of St. James are
distressed over their loss of
Fr. Lambert and want to know
why they must suffer.
They want to know why in
an archdiocese of 90,000 black
Catholics, with 44,000 black
students in its schools, only one
blacc pastor has been assign-
ed out of 450 parishes. And
"Why—is Fr. Lambert push- why this one black pastor is he-
ed out of St James after only ing replaced with a white su•
nine months as pastor? Why
is he the only black pastor
among nine black priests in
Chicago? Why is he being re-
placed by a white pastor? Why
does a school 95 per cent black,
get a white pastor so fast?
-Why—didn't Cardinal Cody
consult the parishoners at St.
James? Why didn't he pay
attention to the people at St.
Dorothy? Why is this happen-
ing so fast?'
Parishoners at St. Dorothy's
have reportedly withdrawn
threats to boycott the church
and pull their children from
the school if Rev. Clements
was not assigned their pastor.
Indication is tkat they will con-
tinue their membership at the
Chatham church and support
both Rev. Lambert and Cle-
m ents,
Members of St. James by
the sudden transfer of their
black pastor, visited the Oak'
Park home of the Rev. Miles
Mcgdonnell and asked him not
t St.
James.
In a printed history sheet of
St. James Church, it states
that the first black Roman
Catholic pastor in Chicago was
Father Augustine Tolton, who
founded a small church for
black Catholics near St. James.
It was located on the corner
of 36th and Dearborn sts, and
named St. Monica. Fr. Talton
served St Monica's for three
years before an untimely death
at 28. The church was later
closed down -and St. Eliza- I
beth's at 41st and Wabash be-
came the "Negro" Catholic
church for Chicago's Southside
black population.
The history of St. Jemes is
an interesting one. Built 113
yeah ago, its parishoner,
were once wealthy Gold Coast
Catholics. During the "Great
Depression," the parish almost
closed its doors because it was
located in one of Chicago's
poorest black communities.
Rogers J. Reid, 85, Is Buried At Tupelo
livering the eulogy was the
Rev. W. C. Armstrong of Holly
Springs, Miss.
TUPELO, Miss — Funeral had served Lane Chapel as Washington, as a church mem-
services for Mr. Rogers Jon-. class leader, steward, trustee, her by Revs. James Wilson,
ail Reid, a resident of the city!treasurer for more than 50; and S. W. Allen; and as a
for more than 64 years, werelyears. He was also a member l citizen by Raymond Parsons.
held on Thursday, Jan. 2, at the of the R. J. Reid Sunday School
Lane Chapel CME Church. De- Class. 
A solo, "I ve Done My
'Work," was sung by Mrs.
Reather Crume.
Mr. Reid died on Dec. 28, at
the North Mississippi Medical
Center at the age of 85.
A native of Houston, Miss.,
where he was the oldest of
eight children of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Dennis Reid, he
joined the CME church in Hous-
ton and was active in the
church at Indianola before and J. 0. Love, who read New
coming to Tupelo at the age of Testatnent scripture.
21.
He was married in 1906 to
the former Miss Annie Tucker
of Tupelo and they became the
parents of five daughters and
one son. The first Mrs. Reid
died and he was married to
Mrs. Mary Nicholas in 1922.
She died in 1965.
Assisting at the funeral were
Revs. J. R. McLeod, who
read Old Testament scripture,
Tributes were expressed
A deeply religious man, he him as a steward by J.
By 1944. the doors of St.
James began to open to its
blaelt neighbors. Large cate
chism classes were held and
many members of the corn-
munity were recruited to at-
tend the classes and lecturesl
given by the Revs. Frank La-
vin, Martin Farrell and Wil-
liam Cogan. The church's
school was opened and mod-
ernized and in 10 years. St
.Jades became a nationall
known Catholic "Negro"
church.
Mr. Reid was employed for
many years at the Frisco and
Gulf Mobile and Ohio Railroad
Stations and was known by








and Miss Carrie Mae Reid, all
Active pallbearers were 1:
Mayhorn. T. R. Debro, Amos
Nelson, Norma Jones, Herbert
Smith and J. D. Washington.
Interment was in Spring Hill The Memphis Interdenomina- Mrs. Nettie Rogers, director
of the Fellowship, said, "The
decisions are too great and im-




Cemetery. Tolbert and Bobo
Funeral Home was in charge.
British Bapts. Vote
Day's Pay For Hungry
LONDON, ENGLAND —
Baptists throughout Great Bri-
tian and Ireland will be encour-
aged to give one day's pay to
aid the world's starving people
of Tupelo; and a son, Mitchell as the result of action taken
Rodgers Reid, Tuskegee, Ala.: last week by the Council of the
three grandchildren, two great- Baptist Union.
for grandchildren, and one sister Good Friday, 1969, will be
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12 Women, 10 Churches
tional Fellowship will present
the city's 12 most outstanding
'women and the cite the 10 most
outstanding churches in a pro-
gram to be held in the Booker
T. Washington High School au-
ditorium on Sunday, Feb. 16,
at 2:15 p.m.
The selection of the 12 most
outstanding women and the 10
top churches will be made by
the public and sponsored by the
Fellowship.
In nominating a person for
the honor, the person making
the selection must tell why he
believes the woman or church
should be so honored.
The deadline for making the!
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Coach Jerry Johnson or-
dered twice-a-day workouts
when his charges returned from
the Christmas holidays, and
the hard work paid off with a
victory of highly-rated Dillard
last Saturday night in Bruce
Hall. LeMoyne-Owen edged the
taller Blue Devlis, 85-81, be-
fore taking off on a long road
trip- a t B ethune-Cookman.
Daytona Beach, Fla., Jan. 7;
Benedict, Columbia, S. C..
Jan. 9; Morehouse, Atlanta.
Jan. 13; and at Dillard, New
Orleans, Jan. 15.
Lealoyne-Owen took control
of the closely fought contest in
the final three minutes. Dillard
was forced to foul to stop the
Magician's delay game, and
when they did, LeMoyne-Owen
sank the crucial charity tosses.
Perhaps the balanced scoring
was a key factor in the Mad
Lads' win. Six of the LeMoyne-
Owen players who played a
considerable amount of time
hit in or near double figures,
while Dillard had only three
scoring ten or more. Ed Hos-
kins. who played a frustrated
first half, came roaring back
over the final 20 minutes to
lead the Purple Wave attack
with 20 points and 16 rebounds.
Supporting H o skins were
Jackie Robinson with 17, Willie
Taylor 16, Herbert Carter 14.
and Bill Meggett 11. Taylor
pulled 18 rebounds off the
backboards to help his mates
out bound the taller visitors
63-61 despite 21 rebounds being
credited to Dillard's George
Johnson.
Dillard, favored to win the
Gulf Coast Conference title,
sports nearly the same outfit
which easily defeated LeMoyne-
Owen here last season. The
Blue Devils will have revenge
in their eyes when the Magi
cians culminate a two week so-
journ on the Dillard campus
Jan. 15.
MSU MISSES UPSET
When the cage season ends,
there should be asterisks indi-
cating how close a game was
played and the caliber of the
opponent. It will be perhaps
the only consolation Coach
waa.11111111111
MSU has been subjected to a for four against NTS in Dentonareat deal of criticism from giving
the senior forward five
sonic members of the press all field goals in his last seven at. Athe way to t ,e always right tempts
grandstand quarterbacks or ex
perts who probably can't quote Against the Texans the 44-26
you the first rule or set up first half margin held by the,
any kind of defensive and of victors compared with a 52-43
fenaive alignments, lesser edge in the second half
Tiie fact, remains. however 
is indicative of how decisively
MSU was handled. The Tigers
that the Tigars are hayingiwill try and bounce back this
their troubles. So is Witcluta week in games against Brad-
State but the Shockers onla ley and St. Louis. A split with
4-9, pulled oil an upset over the two MVC foes is about the
Cincinnati last Saturday night. best MSU rooters can expect.
That really would have bet n Bradley will e favored but a
something for the Missouri Val 
b 
good consistent game could
ley Conference's two lowly put the Tigers in the win col
clubs to have knock off the unm against the mediocre Bil-
co-favorites. likens.
Except for a 6-3 sharpshooter
named Willie McCarter who
rates top billing on any mar-
qee, the feat would have been
a matter of record now. In-
stead McCarter the villair
when Drake won at the Mid-
South Coliseum in overtime
last year, calmly waved his
teammates to the opposite side
of the floor and had the auda-
city to drive his guard near
the MSU bench fade back and
let go a jumper that swished
SPORTS BRIEFS
Bluff Citians were some what
disappointed that they didn't
get a chance to see John Jack-
son handle the ball very much
for Kansas in the Orange Bowl.
He did catch a clutch pass
and picked up yardage on an
end around from his wingback
position. Jackson is used pri-
marily as a blocker and _pass
receiver in the Jayhawks" of '
fense. Penn State staged a
the nets with less than 30 sec- 
dramatic comeback to nip
onds to play giving Drake a 
Kansas, 15-14 on a two point
72-71 margin. Dolph Pulliam 
conversion after the first at
added a free throw after Rich 
temp
Jones, the game's scoring lead- 
t failed.
James Johnson, cocaptain
er was called for traveling, to for Wisconsin and the Badgers'
make it 73-71. Joe Procter leading scorer, fired in 10
drove down the court and had straight points late in the game
a desperation shot bound off against Kentucky and the late
the rim at the buzzer, surge by the former Washing-
Jones got 33 points but was ton graduate helped Wisconsin
dragging a bit near the end down the highly ranked Wild-
when things got crucial. The cats, 65-61, in a Chicago Sta-
ex-Illinois star has done a chum double-header last week
good job since his long layoff; . Alcorn A&M defeated
MSU has put such a load on Jackson State, 90-76, to open
the shoulders of the big 6-7 cen. the Southwestern Athletic Con 
terhe has shown signs' of ference season. Both squads
tiring under the tremendous shared the league crown last
pressure. When the Tigers season. In other SWAC action
were bombed in their next Arkansas AM&N plastered
game by North Texas State, Prairie View, 69-82. and South-
96-69, last Saturday night thel ern walloped Grambling, 100-
prayers Coach Iba said he 78•
wanted to play on both ends Bobby Smith, former Melrose.
of the court were 13-for 24 star, is the leader behind a
from the floor. Among that Tulsa drive to the MVC crown
five which played the last nil -Counted out in the pre-season
es against the Eagles were picks the Golden Hurricanes
I James "Tweedy" Jackson. whipped Louisville, 85-69, last
The former Carver and junior Saturday night in Tulsa foi
college star is fast establishingitheir 10th win in 12 games
himself as the best hustler ki Tulsa is 3-0 in the MVC and tilt
the MVC. Jackson saw a lot loss was the first for Louis
of action against Drake and ville in 01 minutes . Local
passed up some short jump fans can watch still anothez
shots in those hectic moments Nemphis star when Cincinnati
down the stretch. tackles Louisville on television
The point is that Jones is Saturday at te moon. Rick
k not going to be able to carry , Road Robeson, former standout, are calling Sunday's third
MSU by himself in the tough is the Bearcats" leading re- Super Bowl game a mismatch,
Moe lba's Memphis State Ti- Valley play, so the wraps are bounder. Cincy was upset last. but the coaches don't agree
eers can turn to after what is goingto have to be taken off Saturday. and on paper Baltimore vs.
billing out to be a dismal sea- some of the lesser known Ti- -
son. •gers. Jackson was three for AT&T E
three against Drake and two
Colts 18 point Choice
In Super Bowl Game
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla New York looks much better
-( UPI) - The oddmakers 
than that.
Baltimore, the National Foot-
ball League champion, is the
18-point favorite. Colt coach
Don Shula puts no credence
xecutive Addresses
tlanta Faculty Students
ATLANTA - Joan D. de
Butts, Vice Chairman of the
Board of American T. and T. I
spoke to the graduate students
and faculty of the School of
Business Administration at At-
lanta University on December
12.
Chairman deButts' lecture
was the first i.e be held this
semester in a series of pro-
grams designed to strengthen
Negro leadership in both
business and public administra-
tion, which is sponsored by the
Human Resources Develop-
ment, Inc.
Saying that "the people in
the Bell System are proud of
what the enterprise has ac-
complished and proud of its
character,- Mr. deButts added
that "we know that its char-
acter stems basically from its
people. It is a composite of
what they bring with them
when they join our ranks and
_what they learn in experience
in the course of their careers.
seminars with the students.
The purpose of the lectures and
seminars is to produce more
eaders to meet the present
serious shortages and to utilize
fully the now largely untapped
reservoir of talent which exists
among women and members of
racial or other cultural minor-
ities, especially Negroes.
otietwoftwofteoftigoftio%10110"011 0411011%~1%
The size and scope of activity
combine in the Bell System to I
create opportunities for manyl
different talents. Indeed, al- .
most every field of endeavor
limaginable is re presented
somewhere in our ranks. It is
the sum of the attitudes of
everyone in the business, along
with their abilities, that deter-
mines how well the Bell Sy-
stem will serve the nation."
in this, and it's not worrying
the Jet's Weeb Earbank.
"The odds don't bother me
a bit," says Ewbanks. "It's all
a matter of execution. If our
men can't manage their men
individually, then they have
' an advantage. But if we play
By TOKI SCHALK JOHNSON
Harold E. Webb, Raleigh, N. C., assistant coordinator of
the National Defense Education Act, N. C., Dept. of Public
Instruction, will head the Self-Study Program for A & T State,
University Alumni Association to be conducted next year. The
appointment was announced by Howard C. Barnhill national
president of the alumni group at the winter meeting of its
Executive Commettee held in Philadelphia, Pa., recently.
Alumni who have recently won outstanding positions were con-
gratulated; they include Harry E. Frye, a member of the
N. C. House of Representatives; Mrs. Elreta M. Alexander,
Judge of Greensboro Municpal Court; Robert J. Brown assis-
tant to President-elect Richard M. Nixon; David W. Morehead
who recently was awarded the Nat Greene Award for outstand-
ing leadership by the Greensboro Chamber of Commerce;
and Hornsby Howell, head footbal' coach at the University who
has been named "Coach of the Year" by the NAIA, district 26.
• * •
John Debutts, vice chairman of the Board, American
Telephone and Telegraph Co., spoke to the graduate students
and faculty of Atlanta University of Business Administration
recently.
Later in the day, Mr de
Butts with colleagues from the
Southern Bell T. and T. Jack;
Heck, Ed Hodges, Les Nicholasl
and Tom Welch, conducted'
H EHN WIN A New Make TiVik,Register at Hoehn Chevrolet.
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• * *
"Barefoot in the Park" a play tops in fun, was presented
by the Tennessee State Players Guild. Dr. Thomas E. Poag
is to be congratulated for his fine directorship. In the cast.
Vanita Pillow, Brenda Parker, W. Dury Cox, II.
• • *
North Carolina College, has received a $5,000 grant from
the Mary Duke Biddle Foundation.
e s •
Five students, graduates of the Virginia State College, are
doing graduate work at the University of Cincinnati with the
assistance from internship funds from the Danforth Founda-
tion. They are Celestine Anderson Bowling Green, Va., a Ph.D
degree candidate in history; Pamela Bridgewater, Fredericks-
burg, Va., a master's in political science; Mrs. Bettie Mitch-
ell Wise, Petersburg, Va., master's in political science; Joyce
Wilson, Barhamsville, Va., masters in speech and Wanda
Waples, Elmhrust, N. Y., masters in psychology.
•
Central State University Board of Trustees adopted 11
rules and regulations governing the behavior of all persons
on campus.
Virginia State College's VSC ( Young Democrats of Vir-
ginia) voted unanimously a resolution favoring the abolition
' of the Electoral College and proposed substituting for it the
popular election of President and Vice President. This was,
merely a part of the intensive meeting held with the 100-plus
membership.
* • •
A recent graduate of Virginia State College has been pro-
moted to the rank of Captain in the Women's Army Corps.
She is Capt Mirian B. Turner, daughter of, P. H. Turner.
Franklin, Va. Captain had her rank and insignia pinned on her
tabiiiiiders by Co. Douglas T. Banks, commanding officer.•• •
Central State College has been given a gr a at of $45,448 to
support a Summer Labctratory Training Program for high
school teachers of biology and chemistry.
Alabama State College assistant professor of art Robert
H. Green has been selected to appear in the 1968 edition of
Community Loaders of America.
Edgar E. Evans, associate professor of education, has been
elected to the International Registry of Who's Who.
Miss Minnie P. Moore, instructor in business recently,
took part in the American Vocational Association pre-session
Research Training Program in Dallas.
• • •
Grambling College is the recipient of a $44,787 grant by'
the National Science Foundation to support a 1969 summer in-!
ratitute in mathematics for secondary school teachers.
welt, we have every chance
to win."
Says Shula: "I don't pay
any attention to the spread.
"We've had games when we
were favored and didn't win.
I remember those."
Statistically, the teams seem
a good match: New York led
the American Football League
in total defense by limiting
opponents to 240.2 yards per
game, and in rushing defense
with an average of 85.4 yards
per game for rivals. The Colts,
the NFL leaders in least points
allowed, gave up 241.2 yards
a game, average rushing and
passing, and 95.6 yards rush-
ing.
Offensively, New York av-
eraged 360.5 yards-245.6 yards
passing and 114.9 rushing. Bal-
timore's total offense average
was 334.3, 206.1 throwing and
129.2 running.
But before you forget about
the oddsmakers, consider that
they made Dallas a four-point
favorite over Minnesota for
last Sunday's playoff game in
the Orange Bowl, where the
Super Bowl will be played, and
they called it right on the
nose. Dallas won, 17-13.
The big difference the sea-
soned football observers see is
the greater experienee of the
NFL Ewbank, who coached
Baltimore from 1954 through
1962 before moving to the new-
er league and directed the
Colts to the 1958-59 NFL cham-
pionships, concedes this differ-
ence.
"There is no question about
their advantage in experience.
But I think we have made
tremendous strides forward.
The common player *draft has
cut down the gap. It used to be
the NFL had all the players.
Now that's not true," said the
Jet coach.
There's even a similarity be-
tween the way the two teams
prepare for the big game. To-
day is the day in both camps
for concentrating on offensive,
and Thursday the day for
defense. Friday is polishing-up
day, and Saturday a day for
just getting loose.
Both teams are quartered
in Fort Lauderdale. The Jets
practice at Fort Lauder-
dale Stadium and the Colts
use the field at St. Andrews
Boys School in Boca Raton,
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carpet to roll out:
no brass band to
serenade you. Bat







all the other things
you'll want to know
about your new home town.
A Welcome Wagon hostess will abet at your convenience
to provide all this and gifts as well.
It's all yours-free-for a telephone call to Welcome Wagon,
WELCOME
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WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Lawrence F. O'Brien, a skilled
political professional closely
identified with both the Kenne-
dy family and the Johnson Ad-
ministration, announced Tues-
day his resignation as Demo-
cratic National Chairman.
His resignation is effective
when his successor is elected
at the Democratic National
Committee meeting Jan. 14.
There was no immediate word
on who would replace O'Brien.
O'Brien's decision was dis-
closed in an exchange of let-
ters with Vice President Hu-
bert H. Humphrey, 1968 Presi-
dential Nominee who chose him
for the party chairmanship aft-
er the Democratic National
Convention.
O'Brien wrote Humphrey that
he had decided to accept an
"outstanding opportunity" in
private business and that an
announcement of his plans
would be made shortly.
Wanted: More Whites
•
SALISBURY — ( NP!) —
White-minority ruled Rhodesia
have jumped into competition
with fellow white-ruled coun-
tries—South Africa, New Zea-
land, and Australia—seeking to
woo white immigrants to its
land in order to wipe out the
unbalanced ratio, with its black
popula ce.
The last official estimate,
published in June, showed
237,000 whites to 4,410,000
blacks, with the blacks increas-
ing at a rapid rate. Aar of'
an eventual takeover by sheer
weight of numbers is behind
the immigration drive.
Insurance Companies Investinc
To Help People In Slum Areas
NEW YORK — A special
life insurance program to in-
vest one billion dollars to help
improve living conditions for
people in blighted urban areas
has exceeded 80 per cent of
its goal, it was reported today.
Loans and commitments by
life insirance companies par-
ticipating in the program to-
talled more than $810.7 million
as of December 13, according
to Orville E. Beal, chairman
of the Life Insurance Commit-
tee on Urban Problems,
It is estimated that this fig-
ure reached $825 million by
year-end 1968.
The urban investment pro-
gram. which has been under
way since September 13, 1967,
is designed to provide housing,
jobs and community service
facilities for people living in
city core areas. Projects are
now being financed in .27 cities
in 42 states, the District of
Columbia and Puerto Rico.
Mr. Beal gave this break-
down of how funds have been
allocated during the program's
first 15 months:
. Housing — $622.7 million.
This money is providing 57,589
housing units for low and mod-
erate income families and it
includes financing the pur-
chase or renovation of one-to-
four family houses and the con-
struction of low-rent and rent
supplement apartment struc-
tures.
. Job creating enterprises
and community service facili-
ties — $188 million. This is pro-
viding 26,436 permanent jobs,
in addition to jobs created by
the construction work, and also
facilities to benefit city core
neighborhoods. Projects include
factories, warehouses and other
industrial plants, commercial
and retail ventures, hospitals,— and all of the people in
clinics and nursing homes, them — is a matter of great
stores and shopping centers, concern to the life insurance
and cducational and social serv- business," Mr. Beal said,
ice facilities "since the cities are where the
bulk of our investments are
Additional project* involving
$127 million in financing are
currently being studied, Mr.
Beal said.
Under the urban investment
program, life insurance com-
panies are diverting one bil-
lion dollars from their regular
investments to make available
capital to finance projects that
have been unable to obtain pri-
vate funding because of type
or location or higher risks in-
volved.
and where most of our policy-
holders live."
There are 163 life insurance
companies participating in the
program. These companies, re-
presenting more than 90 per
cent of the assets of the busi-
ness, are members of the
American Life Convention and
the Life Insurance Association
of America.
, To Scrap Cana lerProjects to be eligible for fi-
nancing through the program KINGSTON, Ont. — (UPI) —
must be designed to benefit The Bayquinte, one of the last
people living in city core
areas where conditions of
bllitlit or near-blight exist. A
project may be located in a
blighted area or in another
of the Great Lake "canalers "
is headed for the scrap heap,
says her owner, Ken Elliott.
The so-called little takers
piled the Great Lakes beforearea if it helps to move people the St. Lawrence Seawayout of a deteriorating neigh-
borhood into a better environ-
ment.
"The welfare of our cities
brought ocean — going ves-
sels into the inland waterway.
The sturdy irieghter is worth
about $35,000 junked.
Get theBest







There Is A Difference
William "Bill" Loeb
Has Done it Again
With the grand opening of ROY BROWN'S new
LOEB'S Bar-B-Q franchise at 1061 South Third
or.
LIKE IT IS... Service with the focus on "action" is the way it Is at
Roy Brown's Chic-n-and Bar-B-Q outlet, located at 1061 South Third.
Mr. Brown holds a franchise for his outlet with the well known Lobe's
Enterprises, one of the city's largest food service chains. The pic-
ture above shows a typical scene at Brown's outlet. There's action.
Yet, there's quality food and there's quality service. There is satis-
faction. There's an atmosphere of good-will. Mr. Brown is the reci-
pient of the "equal opportunity" emphasis which his franchise repro-.
sent'. Hie Bar-B-Q outlet is an approved gathering place for the "In- •





Will Cut Your Food Costs,
And You'll Still Get Your Top Value Stamps
USDA CHOICE
CHUCK
"FAMILY PAK" OF 4 TO 5-LB. BUCKET -
FRYER BREAST OR LEGS
RIB HALF
PORK LOIN • •
SOUTHERN BELLE
SMOKED PICNICS






















CLIP THIS BONUS COUPON FOR






Kruger astoduce is fresh-
wr a pped iii CrssPak













with this coupon and El
$5.00 purchase,
excluding tobocco and fresh or frozen milk prod-
ucts. Good thru Thies December 17, 'Limit One fop
OWL








Giant Dash box 39$
with this coupon and $500 &Min .
bona! purchase, excluding tobacco.



























FOR EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS
with ine 3-pound can
Kri:ser Vac Pak Geffee w„h Sortlishr
Instant Coffee  E1
with 15-or. or n-or. size
Home Pride Spray Starch
with any two pkgs..Royal
Viking Danish Pastry 
with too 1-16, boxes
Ringer Saltine Cracker.:
with one ef
Family Pncle Buff, Aspirin
to, Round, &limn or
T-Bons Smola.
ulth a 5.11). locket
rreer Gmund Beet
wit 3iliss or mots
Gmund Chuck
with Vbs. or tarter Pxnneless
Tenderly Boneless Rout 
with two pkgs. Freer
Birast or S
with two picas Center
Cut Pork Chnps 
tp4n1el4.oz Fr-menl 5J1
with two pkgs. Itrogier
Sliced Lunch Meats
with 4-/h. Bag Apples
with 3-lb. or more Onions.
with 2 Heads of Lettuce
with 11141,9. Potatoes'
7
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V ou Can't Do Better Than Sears
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!program, a person must live
in the county, meet an in-
come means test and tai- e oart
The food prescription will
be filled at the Robertson Cowie LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
ty food distribution center in The long-delayed trial of Jor-
Springfield. danian immigrant Sirhan B.
Sirhan for the murder of Sen.To take part in Robertson
Robert F. Kennedy began with
the defense motions to delay
or dismiss the case. After 10
minutes of argument the case
The supplemental feeding in one or of the fo:low-
program can operate separ- mg: children's and youth proj- Prayer Weekmore
ately or in conjunction witheets, maternal a n d child'
CAtillS' commodity distribution, health services, public assis-
tance under aid to families
with d ependent children and
the food distribution program.
Another phase of this pro- Says Stewart
National prayer week is in
progress, and is being cele-
Although essen-
lew-income groups because of as well as the young child is tial food will be
.
provided to 12.
brated this year from Jan. 5-
a lack of nutritionally adequate that the nutritional status of eligiblewomen d children That is the word from Edgar
Supplemental Feed Program Till This Afternoon
ATLANTA, Ga. — A new programs in Robertson Couuty
program designed to meet the By the use of supplemental
epecial nutritional needs of'foods where there is medical
expectant and new mothers, indications, we should be
infants and pre-school children able to improve the nutritional
will begin Thursday, Jan. 2,1status of babies and young
in Robertson County !children at the same time we
Robertson is the first Ten-are meeting other needs such
nessee county to implement a as immunizations."
supplemental feeding program
based on medical need, and is
one of the first counties in
the Southeast to set up such a
program. of food stamp program.
This new program, which le Dr. John T. Leslie, regional
administered coope ratively medical director of HEW's
by federal, state and local maternal and child health
agencies, is aimed at off- office m Atlanta, noted that the
setting the mental and physical importance of getting these
retardation that can occur in foods to the expectant mother
foods.
Because of the extreme vul-
nerability of low-income groups
to nutritional deficiencies, the
U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture's Consumer and Market-
ing Service and the U. S. De-
partment of Health, Education
and Welfare's Children's Bureau
have teamed up to provide spe-
cial foods to needy women and
children on an individual or
"Prescription" basis.
The food, all high in nutrient
content, are canned evaporated
milk, syrup, dry milk, fruit
juice, canned fruits or vege-
tables, scrambled egg mix,
farina, fortified chocolate milk
drink and peanut butter.
Dr. R. H. Hutchenson, Jr.,
Director, Bureau of Family
Health Services for Tennessee,
said, "We feel that this new
program will be very helpful in
carrying out our public health
a new-born infant is dependent
on its mother's nutrition during
,her pregnancy."
And, since 90 per cent of an
l individual's brain mass is de-
veloped by the time he reaches
.5 years, it is equally important
that he receives nutritionally
,adequate foods during this
'early stage of life.
Eligibility to receive a food
prescription will be based on
individual need as determined
by the Robertson County
Health Department.
These prescriptions will be
written by the prescribing phy-
sician or his designee. The
amount and kinds of food pre-
scribed are based on the nutri-
tional needs of the recipient,
but cannot exceed rates set up
by the Tennessee Department
of Agriculture, the state dis-




No industry can keep going!
without raw materials, and.
Goodwill Industries is no excep-
tion.
The n o n -profit sheltered
workshop employing the handi-
capped uses discards for its
raw materials. Day in and
year round, a steady stream of
repairable clothing, shoes, toys,
dolls, appliances, bric-a-brac,
furniture and other household
articles are needed to main-
tain jobs.
Goodwill's handicapped work-
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articles, then sell them at low
cost in the Goodwill stores
However, winter creates many
problems when the weather is
bad, women are not inclined
to clean closets and storage
areas to gather needed dis-
cards.
Goodwill hopes that -stormy
weather friends" will be ap-
pointed. and special efforts will
be made during the mid-winter
to gather things for Goodwill.
There are many discarded
items, a number of them put
into disuse by the many Christ-
mas gifts at homes, shops and
offices, and these can provide
I 
work and wages for the handi-
capped.
In the Memphis area, phone
• for a Goodwill truck for a pick-
up at your door. Otherwise,
place your donation in a yellow
gram will be tile development
and initiation of food educa-
tion
it cannot be fully utilized in:
less they know how to use it,
C&MS officials said.
One problem anticipated in
the operation of this program
is transportation. The Office
of Economic Opportunity will
provide some transportation,
but its assistance will be limit-
ed.
Rusell H. James, south-
eastern director of C&MS' con-
sumer food programs office in
Atlanta. said, "We are in hopes
that local civiv and church
groups, as well as individuals,
will consider this as one of
their projects. A woman who
is in advanced pregnancy or
carrying a young child would
find it extremely difficult to
get to the distribution center
and then back home with a
month's supply of supplemen-
tal foods.
"People are always looking
for ways to help other people,"
he added, "and I can think of
few wortheir projects than
helping an unborn or young
child get the foods it so vital-





ELIZABETH CITY, N. C.—
Keenly interested in further-
ing the cause of higher educa-
tion in North Carolina„ in ac-
cordance with the association's
motto, Dr. Marion D. Thorpe,
President of Elizabeth City
State College, has been appoint-
ed to serve as a member of the
Executive Committee of the
North Carolina Association of
Colleges and Un iversities
(NCACU).
In Prociress
T. Stewart, who has been a
sergeant in the United States
Army, a letter carrier, an
insurance agent, school teacher
and columnist for the Tri-State
Defender.
A double aMputee, Mr. Stew-
art lives at 1072 Mississippi
blvd.
He has had a pamphlet print-
ed which tells in detail why he
started National Prayer Week,
and recounts numerous in-
stances where miracles occur-
red in his life as a result of
prayer.
After having observed Na-
tional Health Week, Negro
History Week, and other such
celebrations, he said he origi-
nated National Prayer Week.
It costs nothing, can be cele-
brated at any time of the day
or night, and is non-denomina-
tional.
Mr. Stewart has been res-
cued from fire, avoided death
or injury from falling plaster,
and located relatives by fer-
vently praying.
A dormitory on the campus of
,Jackson State College in Jack-
son, Miss., is named in his
honor
was adjourned until Wednes-
day after mein.
Most of the first session was
conducted in chambers where
the defense tried to win a fur-
ther delay in the case which
has been pending for seven
months since the New York
Senator was assassinated.
Superior Court Judge Her-
bert V. Walker turned down
this motion and then heard
others seeking to have the
case heard by two juries and
to quash the indictment.
He declined to allow two
juries, one for the trial itself
and the other to set a penalty
afterward. He ordered that the
motion to suppress the indict-
ment be put in writing.
The trial was only a minute
ald when Defense Attorneys
obtained a conference in cham-
bers with the prosecution,
judge and defendant. After an
hour's discussion the princi-
pals returned to the courtroom
and the trial opened.
The slender one-time race
track exercise boy dressed in a
light blue suit and wearing
blue tie was ushered into the
eight floor courtroom after
passing through a steel-walled
passageway wider heavy guard
The prisoner appeared more
serious than at previous hear-
ings and small in comparison
to the towering guards.
He apparently did not im-
mediately pick out his mother
and a brother who were seated
at the rear of the courtroom.
The trial began at 9:40 a.m.,
and chief defense counsel
Grant P. Cooper immediately
told Superior Court Judge Her-
bert V. Walker he wished to
make a motion in chamber.
and with the defendant pres-
ent
Judge Walker rose to his
feet and retired to his cham-
bers adjacent to the court-
!room along with Sirhan and
counsel for both the prosecution
Klondike CIVIC and 
defense.
The group remained closeted
Club Elects
1969 Officer
Officers for the Klondyke
Civic Club were elected when
the organization held its final
meeting for 1968.
The officers are Jesse James,
president; Travis Hobson, vice
president; Mrs. Vera Moton,
general secretary; Mrs. Mary
Lee Taylor, assistant secretary
William Thomas, treasurer;
Mrs. Freddie Gatlin, financial
secretary; and Mrs. Lonnine
Bowie, sergeant-at-arms,
Also Charlie F. Morris, parlia-
mentarian; Larry Wells, cha-
plain; and Jimmie Taylor, as-
and blue collection box in a According to a communique sistant chaplain.
shopping center, service station from Dr. Clyde A. Milner, Ex- The club's first meeting of
or church parking area. ecutive Director of the Associa- the year was held on Wednes-
Discards are the raw meter- tion, this committee will meet day night, Jan. 8.
in the near future to continue Members of the club
iaI to provide work and wages its regulatory functions for food for 22 baskets
for the 175 handicapped work- the year, prior to the 49th An- needy at Christmas,
ers employed at Goodwill In-. nual Meeting of the Associa-
dutries. 
tion. November 6-7, 1969, in Voting Rights
DURBAN —(NPI) — While
their black brothers still are
deprived of franchise privileg-
es, the half-million East Indi-
ans in South Africa are getting
closer to the point of obtaining
voting rights. A 24-member la-
ments were to: the Secretary's dian council has been formed
The Quality Remains ...
Lag After The Price Is Forgotten
You'll wear Stacy-Adams shoes
for years--k n o wing they're the
finest you can buy. Fine hand-
craftsmanship. . .rich styling. ..
luxurious leathers. . assure you
instant and everlasting comfort—
pins smart good looks that'll carry
'on through many seasons.
30/60 DAY CHARGE
6 MONTHS REVOLVING CHARGE
Black or Brut a is 1stnil Lew
blucher, rubber heel, 12 edge sole,





SO SMITH MAIN STREET
Raleigh, N. C.
This is the third appointment
that Dr. Thorpe has received
since assuming duties as Presi-
dent of Elizabeth City State
College on July 1, 1968. The
other two previous appoint.
(HEW) National Advisory Com-
mittee on Dyslexia and Relat-
ed Reading Disorders, and the
Martin Luther King Fellow-
ship Selection Committee-Wood-




which is to represent the
Indian community on matters
of politics, social welfare and
culture with Indians being
given the right to elect suitable
representatives "in a year or
two's time."
IChoir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups





248 Verne Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis. 70000SSOID
YOUR Gammor Alan What Yoe Ask fais And




"NO PLACE TO SMALL 01 LARGE"
All types of. cleaning.
Floor Cleaned lig- Waxed $5.00 tip-




for more than an hour.
The request for eontinuance
resolved ermine Cooper's role
in another Case, the Friars
Club card-cheating trial. He
has refused to answer ques-
tions of a federal judge on
where he obtained secret grand
jury transcripts of the case,
claiming it would violate coun-
sel-client confidence.
During the noon recess of
the Sirhan case, he was to ap-
pear again before the judge
who will decide whether he will
be required to answer the
questions.
First Tennessee County Enters Delay Sirhan Trial Post Office AnnouncesClerk-Carrier Exams
The Board of U. S. Civil l cost life insurance, health be-
Service Examiners for the U.S.! nefits, maximum job security
• Post Office Department an-!and good retirement benefits.
nounces an open competitive ;. . No special training is requir-
examination for positions of ed. Applicants for carrier posi-
substitute clerk and substituteiLions must be 18 years old,
city carper for the Memphisehave an acceptable driving
Tennessee Post Office. .record and possess a valid
Rate of pay for these post- , state drivers permit. Applicants
Bons is $2.95 per hour. In ad-for clerk must be 18 years
dition, postal employees re- old, however, they can apply
ceive vacation, sick leave, low-at 16 years of age if they are
high school graduates.
Applicants who qualify. 'in
the Civil Service examination
will have their names placed
on a register in the ordeegf
their scores for future considee-
ation without regard to race,
creed, color, sex or natal
Contact your, local post-
master for additional inforite-
tion. All interested applieglals
should file an application be-
fore January 30, 1969, with' (be
POD Civil Service Estahliste
meat Board, Room 306 Main






for over 30 YEARS
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Full 4-Ply Nylon Tires












7.75/6.70.15 Tub•-tvp, 8,88 1.89
Most Tubeless Whitewalls Only $3 More
Full 4-ply nylon cord bods for










NO MONEY DOIIWN on Sears F,apy Payment Plan
FREE ALLSTATE Tire Mounting and Reflation
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SATURDAY, JANUARY 11, 1969
266 Jobless Persons
Will Be Trained Here
'ATLANTA, — Contracts to
hire,. and train 266 hard-core
jobless under the Job Oppor-
ttillities in the Business Sec-
tor.:00BS) program have been
awarded to three Memphis
fifitig, William U. Norwood, n-
atant manpower administra-
tor, U. S. Department of La-
announced today.
Ivers & Ponds, Inc., and
Piano Action & Key Corpora-
ticks of Memphis, both subsi-
diaries of the Avion Corpora-
tion, have been awarded a
contract to hire and train 150
disadvantaged jobless persons
in. 19 separate fabricating and
production skills in piano man-
ufacturing. After a training
period of up to 48 weeks, they
will have permanent full-time
jobs with wages ranging from
$1.00 to $2.40 an hour. The La-
boi Department has approved
$41)6,196 in Federal funds for
this training proposal, averag-
ing $3,108 per trainee.
lijnother contract for Mem-
phis, awarded to Malone and
Hide, Inc., food distributors,,
is :for the training of 116 job-
less persons in food merchan-
dislog and related occupations
sugh as stock clerk, retail sales
clerks, office clerk, truck-
driVer, unlo a de r, mechanic
helper, industrial truck opera-
t or, cashier-checker, porter,
jottrney man producem a n-groce-
ryrnan and meat-cutter appren-
tice.
4fter a training period of
up to 33 weeks, they will have
peimanent full-time jobs with
i
ty groups residing in central
Tou aloo Desi nated
Teacher Test Center
TOUGALOO, Miss. — Touga- mon examinations, which in-
lore Coll,ge has been designed elude tests in Professional and
aceording to A. A. Branch, evaluate his understanding of
vice president. the material and methods of
College seniors preparing to his area of specialty.
teach and teachers applying Bulletins of Information de-
for: positions in school systems,scribing the registratin pro-
which encourage or require ap-icedures and containing regis- L
plic:ants to submit their scores'tration forms may be obtain-
on the National quire appli.' ed from the Career Counseling
cants to submit their scores on and Placement Office at Touga-
the: National Teacher Exam. loo. Each candidate will re-
inations are eligible to take ceive an admission ticket
the.tests. Last year more than
98,100 took the exams, which
are: prepared and administered
by 'Educational Testing Service
of Princeton, New Jersey.
Trie designation of Tougaloo
as e test center will give pro-
spettive teachers of this area
opportunity to compare their
performance on the examine-
tion.; with candidates through-
out :the country who take the
tests.
At the one-day session, a
city areas.
The National Busniess 
gue, 3418 Georgia Avenue,
N.W., Washington, D. C.; the
National Urban League, 1424
16th street, N. W., Washington,
D. C; and the Interracial
Council for Business Opportu-
as 'a test center for administer- General Education, and one of flity, 110 East 23rd Street, New
ing: the National Teacher Ex- the 15 Teaching Area Examid York City, are the applicants
aminations on February 1, 1969, nations which are designed torfor the Federal assistance.
The grants are $550,000 to
the Business League; $425,011
to the Urban League, and $57,-
477 to the Interracial Council.
These non-profit organizations
will provide management and
technical assistance to help
ghetto residents establish and
expand businesses in central
cities, thereby providing job
opportunities for residents of
the inner city.
The applicants will assist in
the organization and expansion
of business enterprises in the
central city areas, help arrange
financing, conduct manage-
ment training and assistance
programs, work with business-
men in poverty areas to bolster
community relations and help
recruit members of minority
groups for management oppor-
tunities.
The EDA funds will help the
three organizations employ
staffs and operate offices in
the following cities:
National Business League —
Atlanta, Georgia; Cleveland
and Columbus, Ohio; Detroit,
Michigan; Jackson, Mississippi
Durham North Carolina; Nor-
which will advise him of the'
exact location of the center to
which he should report.
Candidates for the commn
examinations, will report at
8:30 a.m. on Wednesday,
February 1, and should finish
at approximately 12:25. The
Teaching Area Exams will
begin at 1:30 p.m. and should
finish at approximately 4:15
p.m. Prospective teachers plan-
ning to take the tests should
obtain their Bulletins of Infor-
canclidate may take the corn- I mation promptly.
Post Office Training
Improvements Ordered
Ppstmaster General W. Mar-
vin -Watson has acted upon the s
recemwendations of a special
Emial Employment Opportunity
Task Force and ordered major
improvements in postal train-
ing . programs, communications
an ct facilities planning.
hi a series of moves, Mr.
Watson:
. authorized postmasters to
help establish classes for job
seder; wishing to prepare for
the' postal service entrance ex-
a m elation
. • emphasized Postal Service
Institute instruction for super-
vis4rs on the use of the EEO
Plan of Action, the EEO Af-
firmative Action Handbook and
the: National Agreement be-
twqen postal labor and manage-
ment 
n.:instituted r training for
supervisors on the manage-
ment of suggestion and job per
fonnance awards programs;
ordered a major revision of
suas programs
.! authorized classroom in-1




wages ranging from $1.60 to
$2.30 an hour. The Labor De-
partment has approved $338,620
for this project, averaging
62,914 per trainee
The hard-core jobless per-
sons will be recruited and cer-
tified through the Tennessee
State Employment Service of-
fices.
At the same time Secretary
of Labor Willard Wirtz an-
nounced proposals for train-
ing by employers in seven
other c[tles: Baltimore Birm-
ingham, Chicago, Dallas, Phila-
delphia, St. Louis, and San
Antonio.
The JOBS program is a joint
effort of the U. S. Department
of Labor and the National Al-
liance of Businessmen to find
jobs for 500,000 disadvantaged
unemployed persons in the Na-
tion's 50 largest cities by June,
1971.
,
More than 165,000 job pledges,
have been announced to date
EDA
by private industry. The Secre-
tary of Labor has set up pro-
cedures to enlist the resources',
of private industry in providing! or e o usinesjobs and training. Under these
procedures, funds will be pro-
vided to help companies offset
the cost of recruiting, remedi-
al education, counseling, on-
the-job training; supportive
services such as minor medi-
cal care and transportation
where needed; and a produc-
tion differential based on what
an average untrained disad-
vantaged w o rker produces







Cl a THE DAY
Is Airman Adrian B.' Jones,
son ef Willie F. Jones of 239 W.
Marquette Roads Chicago, who
basic training at
AFB, Tex., and was
to Sheppard AFB,,




Approval of three grants
totaling $1.032,138 to help es-
tablish and expand small busi-
nesses in ghetto areas of 20
cities was announced today by
the Economic Development
Adrninstration: U. S. Depart-
ment of Commerce.
The program will support the
ISmall Business Administration's
campaign to develop business-
men from the ranks of minori-
cheduled supervisory examin- and Seattle, Washington. The
,
preparing to take specially 1 folk and Richmond, Virginia,
ations (next nationwide tests
league also will operate on
are not expected before 1970)
-- - --
. authorized special training
for members of post office EEO
Advisory Committees
. ordered a re-examination of ,
building and remodeling pro-
grams to assure proper con-
sideration for female employees
. reminded postmasters of
their personal responsibilities
for b e tter communications
among postal employees, a
more fruitful relationship with
EEO Advisory Committees
and improved rapport with
community groups.
The P o stmaster General
said that he also will transmit'
the LEO Task Force report to
the new administration so that
the work might continue. "The
report is a major achieve-
ment in behalf of better work-
ing conditions, a better career
and better advancement oppor-
tunity for the postal employee,"
Mr. Watson said. "I will pre-
sent it with the highest rec-
ommeudations to the new ad-
ministration."
Mr. Watson, who appointed
the Task Force six months ago,
thanked the group upon sub-
mission of its final report. "The
entire postal service owes a
dividuals for their outstanding
work, ' he said.•
1,1SAF R e cruting Service Chairman of the Task Force
announced today that Staff Ser- was James L. O'Toole, execu-
geint H a rvey L. Heard, tive assistant to the Assistant
USAF, has been assigned to Postmaster General for Opera-
the 1 N. Pulaski Recuriting Of- dons; members were M r s.
flee to help the young men and Evelyn B. Anderson, EEO ape-
worn er of the    community cialist with the Bureau of Per-
learn of the opportunities and mw-nel: and William V. Chapp,
benefits available to them in management analyst from the
th U. S. Air Force. Office of Regional Administra-e!
Sergeant Heard is a recent tinn•
graduate of the TJSAF Recruit- Their r e port emphasized
in School located at Lack- training as the means to fin-
land Air Force Base, Texas. prove promotion opportunities
Sergeant Heard is active f°r qualified persons of all
th6 Girl Scouts and C races and both sexes. The
activities. He i planning 
hurchl
to Task Force noted a "lack ofs
work with the young men and minority group and female
wo:men of the community in , employees on supervisoryreg-
Ih various City Improvement isters and in supervisory ranks.
Programs. The report said that "new em
Sergeant Heard lives, at 5345 ployees (should be) given all,
S.—Cottage Grove with his encouragement and opportunityl
wife. Anneter and three to remain in the service and
children. , to seek advancement."
debt of gratitude to these in-,
limited basis in Chicago.
National Urban League —
Brimingham, Alabama; S a n
Francisco and San Diego, Cali-
fornia; Indianapolis, Indiana;
Buffalo, New York; Dallas
and Houston, Texas, and Mil-
waukee, Wisconsin.
Interracial Council for Busi-
ness Opportunity — St. Louis,
Missouri, and New Orleans,
Louisiana.
The EDA funds will help fi-
nance the programs for one
year. The National Business
League is providing $202,896
from other sources to complete
the $752,896 cost of its business
and job development program.
The National Urban League
will provide $142,560 to com-
plete the $567,571 cost of its
eight-city program. The league
has offices in these cities. The
funds will enable it to employ
additional staff and arry out
'informational programs.
The Interracial Council for
Business Opportunity will pro-
vide $37,730 to complete the
$95,207 cost of its project.
, The applicants will conduct
Fpecial campaigns to help mi-
nority contractors participate
in construction projects in the
Icentral cities. The technical
' assistance program also will
encourage private businesses to
conduct management training
programs for members of mi-
nority groups.
EDA was established under
the Public Works and Economic
Development Act to encourage






Number Of Black Workers
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Al
marked increase of Negro
white collar workers and gen-
erally expanded minority hir-
ing in major drug companies
was announced last week by
the U. S. Equal Employment
'OppOrtunity Commission and
the Food and Drug Administra-
tion, in aoalyzing the impact
of their joint program to
raise minority participation
in the nation's drug industry.
EEOC Chairman Clifford
L. Alexander, Jr., and Food
and Drug Commissioner Her-
bert L. Ley, Jr., released sta-
tistical results of that pro-
gram, submitted by 22 major











OLDER THAN YOU ARE
1004'YOUHER
Get 
Tommy Grant, one of Memphis' outstanding sales-
men, wishes to express his appreciation and thanks
to his many friends and customers. He invites. YOU
to come see him...You'll Go First Class...All the Way!
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for over 50 per cent of the
companies' workforce expan-
sion in the first half of 1968;
of all black employees added
during this time, 50 per,
cent received white collar jobs.I
jobs,
Commenting on the data,
Chairman Alexander noted
a considerable range of pro-
gress among the companies
"Advances were by no
means uniform, significant
progress occurred only in
those firms where vigorous
efforts were made. In other
firms, which failed to take any
meaningful action, results lag-
ged far behind." The EEOC
Is instituting Commissioner's
charges against several parti-
cipating c o m panies whose
particularly poor records, to-
gether with other information
on their employment practices,
suggest the need for com-
pliance procedures to be un-
°e lLrtakeThe EEOC-FDA program
was initiated by a White House
meeting in October 1967, at
which the presidents of major
drug companies were present-
ed with EEOC statistics on
their industry's minority em-
ployment record. The data,
showed serious undeautiliza-
tion of minority workers, with
participation e s pecially re-
stricted in the various white
collar occupations and virtually
nonexistent in the salesman
category.
Following the me eting,
EEOC representatives, accom-
pained in most cases by FDA
personnel, visited each com-
pany to discuss its individual
record and offer technical as-
sistance in recruiting and up-
grading its minority workforce.
An analysis of 22 companies'
annual reports on workforce
composition and special re-
ports on their progress as of
July, 1968 indicated the proj-
ect's considerable impact on
the participating companies'
hiring patterns. As of July
1968, Negro employment had
increased in every company,
even in those four firms where
total employment declined.
Of the increased workforce
reported among the 22 com-
panies over relevant time
periods:
—7.4 per cent Negro during
the twelve months ending Jan-
uary 1967, well prior to
announcement of the October
1967 meeting.
—29.4 per cent Negro during
the next twelve months en-
compassing the White House
meeting and early EEOC/
FDA follow-up visits.
—48.7 per cent were Ne-
gro in the six months ending
July 1968, following com-
pletion of all visits.
While Alexander said these
figures showed the impetus
provided by the cooperative
effort between EEOC/FDA
and leading drug companies,
he stressed that there re-
mains "enormous room for
improvement".
He pointed out that the gains
of the last two and one half
years have still left blacks
with only 5.5 per cent of all
lobs among the 22 companies
— most of them in areas of
sizeable block population — up
from 4.1 per cent in 1966. Pro-
named Americans was even has the taste you never get tired of. Always refreshing.Thars
gress in hiring Spanish Sur. You'll go better refreshed with ice-cold Coca-Cola. Coke
more limited. The data failed why things go better with Coke after Coke after Coke,.
COURIER DRUG INDUSTRY
to indicate whether this lag
was caused by larger Negro
populations in areas of major
drug company employment or
by less active company recruit-
ment of Spanish Surnamed
applicants.
The overall increased hir-
ing of black workers is itself!
only significant in light of ac- I
companying gains in minority I
utilization at the white collar
level, where the bulk of the in-





'Permanent Position, Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openings for Me-
chanics who w ant steady employment in large, roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
CAM. CARSON LEASING CORP.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IMPLOYIER
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1951 SO. THIRD STREET
1784 FRAYSED BLVD.
725 N. WHITE STA. RD.
866 S. WHITE STA. RD.
4220 S. BELLEVUE
All Redemptinn Centers
Are Closed on Mondays
OPEN SAM TO OPM
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY
SHOP BIG STAR . . .
"Where You're Always Among Friends"
•
in support of Robert Tindal
who was elected to the Det-
roit Common Council. The
trip is shown at a reception
honoring Council Tindal who
is the former Executive
Secretary of the Detroit
N.‘ACP .Repr esentative
• H A. GILLIAM, JR.
Another first in the field of
Communication was the hireing
of H. A. Gilliam, on the news
staff of WMC-TV. Mr. Gilliam
also writes a weekly column
for the editorial page of the
Memphis Commercial Appeal.
Mr. Gilliam is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. H. A. Gilliam Sr., of
1283 S. Parkway E. He was
graduated from Yale Univer-
sity and received a master's
degree in actuarial science
from the University of Michi-
gan.
1968 GRIEF, GLORY, GROWTH
GEORGIA REPRESEN
TIVE JULIAN BOND — is
shown with Miss Erma
Lee Laws, Women's Dditor
of the Tri-State Defender
and Mrs. Floyd Jones, for-
mer Memphian in Detroit
where he spoke in October
EDWARD HARRIS
WITH WHBQ TV— During 1968
the three major TV stations in
Memphis hired Negroes on
their staff. Shown above is
Edward Harris. who is a mem-
ber of WHBQ TV news depart-
ment. Mr. Harris is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Marion D.
Harris of Memphis. Mr. Harris
Is also a member of the TSD
Staff. Mr. Harris was graduated
from Tennessee State Univer-
sity with a Bachelor's Degree
in Political Science.
Is 1968 many City Beautiful
Commissions around t h e
country were criticized for
beautifying portions of the
U. S. cities that didn't real-
STUDENT DEMON
Is the area of education,
nue of the biggest stories
was the Student de mon-
stratiss that took place on
le Mohme-0 w e n College.
ly need beautification. In
an effort to combat this
image and really do some-
thing of significance in the
city. The Memphis City
Bond who was twice denied
his seat in the Georgia House
of Representatives was nomi-
nated as Vice President for
the Democratic Party during
the Democratic National Con-
vention but had to decline
because he is too young.
WREC PUBLIC ERLA-
TION — Harold J. Whalum,
son of the founder of the
Union Protective Life In-
surance company and re-
cently elected President of
the Firm, was hired by,
WREC in their Public Re-
ations Dept. Mr. Whalum
is the third president in the
history of the 34-year•old
company which was found-
ed in September 1933 by his
father, the late H. David
Whalum, the company's
first president...
While members of the facul-
ty and staff of LeMoYne-
Owen College met in the
Hollis Price Library to dis-
cuss and settle a list of gre-
vane's outlined by the Stu.
Beautiful Commission in-
stituted -The MINI Park"
during the year of 1968 their
was a Mini Park Boom.
These park sprong up in the
dent Council. a group of
students barricaded doors
to the Brownlee Hall ad-
ministration building, and
are seen bare blocking the
doors to the registrar and
BLACK ENTERPRISES -
Pictured above is Miss Ma-
hallo Jackson during the
opening of Mahalia Jackson
Chicken System Inc. This
system has been called one
of the most outstanding ex-
amples of Black Enterprise.
„
poorer sections of the city.
People from all walks of
life took part in the con-
struction of these parks in
vacant lots that at one time
were considered unusable.
deans office. They were
joined by Memphis State
students. (Photo By Con-
tinential)
Miss Jackson said, "When
I see hundreds of profitable
`Mahalia Jackson Glori-
Fried Chicken' restaurants
all over the country, I feel
like I helped write a new
black declaration of Inde-
pendence."
Pictured above is Lance
"Sweet Willy Wine" Watson
lie is the leader of the In-
s aders a militant group in
Memphis who instituted
the North Memphis Organi-
zing Project, and T h e
Black United Front. Mr.
Watson's organization was
also instrumental in the con-
struction of reserection city.
Many members of the In-
vaders are currently invol-
ved in alleged law violat-
ion.
Shown above from left to
right, is Ira Murphs. James
• •  • • m1.1.11.1.11.• 




The cartoon shown above fender shortly before the that appear in the Ghetto
appeared in the Chicago De- election. It depicts scense during election time.
Every year The Improved
and Protective Order Of
The Elks Of The World,
holds its E'mancipation Pro-
clamation Celebration. One
of the Men who received
this award was Dr. H. R.
Ralph Jackson, head of
Minimum Wage Department
A. M. E. Church. Dr. Jack-
I. Taylor Col. George W. phy, Taylor and King WPrt
Lee and Alvin King. Mur• elected as state representa-
son is shown above being
presented an award by Lt.
George W. Lee, General
Chairman of Emancipation
Proclamation Celebration.
tives form Memphis.
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